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Abstract 

This magister degree project is a quantitative, real-time study concerning Swedes’ 

pronunciation of English, their choice of English accent and the degree of mixing of 

accents by individual speakers. The informants of the study are Swedish television 

journalists who speak English on television, in various interview situations. In order to 

determine which accent/s the journalists adopt, the classical RP/GA differences have 

been observed. For the purpose of the study a corpus of television clips was created, 

using The Swedish Media Database (Svensk Mediedatabas). The time span of the 

gathered material stretches from 1970 until 2009, covering four full decades. The 

speech of TV journalists is particularly interesting from a sociolinguistic point of view, 

as it can be argued that it is a form of performed speech where the concern for linguistic 

norm or context appropriateness is higher than in normal speech. The accent that the 

journalists adopt could therefore be particularly indicative of which English accent is 

considered most prestigious or most appropriate, among Swedish speakers. British 

English was the exclusive educational norm in Sweden until 1994 when American 

English was accepted as an alternative. Students have since been encouraged to choose 

one of these accents and to avoid mixing of accents. At the same time Swedish speakers 

are increasingly exposed to American English through media. The hypothesis 

underlying this study was therefore that we should see a growing tendency in favour of 

American English in the journalists’ speech and that the tendency to mix accents would 

be less frequent in earlier years and more common today. Results of the study show a 

very modest increase of American accent, which peaks in the 1990s and seems to abate 

by 2000. The data indicates a surprisingly stable situation in favour of British English 

over the four decades, with a general 30-40 percent mix of American English features. 

All the informants mix accents, typically up to 30 percent, already in the 1970s. The 

data cannot fully confirm an increasing American English influence on Swedes’ choice 

of English accent. However, the study indicates that mixing of accents is, and has been, 

a common and probably inevitable phenomenon.  
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1. Introduction 

The choice of teaching, learning and speaking a specific foreign language variety is 

connected to a number of co-current factors. Positive attitudes towards language 

varieties often lead to their promotion (Trudgill, 1995). Not surprisingly, varieties 

spoken by social groups of high status and prestige are often regarded more favourably 

than others and therefore are more likely to be promoted. Likewise, varieties of low-

status groups tend to be treated with stigma (Trudgill, 1995:8). However, low-status or 

non-standard varieties may be chosen in situations where speakers wish to signal 

identification and include themselves in the stereotypical assumptions surrounding 

certain social groups (Trudgill, 1983:143). 

 

The degree of exposure also plays a role in the choice of language variety. Students who 

are highly exposed to American English have reported a higher preference for this 

variety (Mobärg, 1998; Modiano, 2002) and research confirms that high media exposure 

to English leads to substantial, incidental language acquisition and a generally higher 

proficiency (Kuppens, 2010). Exposure affects acquisition which in its turn, arguably, 

contributes to speakers’ positive attitudes (Kuppens, 2010:68). However, choices of a 

certain variety may sometimes be temporary. In conversations, speakers may choose to 

shift language variety, or accent, to accommodate to that of their interlocutors, if the 

latter are attractive from a social perspective (Giles & Smith, 1979).  

 

The scope of this study is to investigate Swedish speakers’ choices, from a diachronic 

perspective, with regard to the two major English varieties and to assess the speakers’ 

consistency of choice within single conversational units. Considering the increasing 

media exposure to American English, the investigation aims to discover whether there is 

evidence that the English spoken by Swedes is undergoing an “Americanization” 

(Modiano, 2002:147) and, if so, to what degree. Educational prescription in Sweden 

has, on the other hand, until quite recently (Skolverket 2013a), clearly favoured British 

English. Due to this increasingly mixed input of English varieties, the underlying 

hypothesis to this study is that Swedish speakers should mix accents more frequently 

today than in earlier years. Previous studies on the subject, carried out mainly on 

secondary school students in Sweden, seem to confirm this fact (Modiano, 2002; 

Mobärg, 1998; Axelsson, 2002). 

 

The results of this study should provide us implicit information regarding the above 

mentioned factors: the linguistic choices will point to degrees of prestige and the effects 

of a mixed input of varieties will presumably be shown by speakers’ mixed output.  

Following Wells’s (1982) terminology, the term variety will be adopted when referring 

to forms of the English language with regard to differences in grammar, vocabulary and 

pronunciation. The term accent will instead be used when discussing differences which 

involve exclusively pronunciation. 
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1.1 The position of English as a global lingua franca 

The current position of the English language as a globally accepted lingua franca is 

quite remarkable, considering that English, up to the 16
th

 century, was spoken by a 

relatively small demographic group, mainly confined to the British Isles (Trudgill & 

Hannah, 1994:5). Today it is spoken by more than a billion people, the majority of 

which are non-native speakers (Melchers & Shaw, 2003:8).  

The total of the English speaking community is often illustrated through a set of circles: 

the “inner circle”, the “outer circle” and the “expanding circle” (Kachru, 1985). The 

inner circle includes speakers of countries which form the historical basis of English 

(United Kingdom, United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand), and where 

English today is the primary language of communication (native or L1 speakers). The 

outer circle encompasses speakers from former British colonies (second language or L2 

speakers). The concept of nativeness and whether speakers are regarded as second 

language speakers or foreign language speakers will not be discussed in this paper, but 

is indeed not entirely uncontroversial (Svartvik, 1998). 

Among speakers in the expanding circle (English foreign language or EFL speakers), in 

countries such as Sweden, Germany and Russia for example, English assumes its 

function of a ‘lingua franca’, substituting during the 20
th

 century the role of French and 

German in Europe and far exceeding the reach of any other lingua franca in history 

(Mobärg, 1998). This unique position of the English language, on the one hand spoken 

as a native language by approximately 400 million people, with clear ties to specific 

political and cultural backgrounds, on the other hand as a ‘lingua franca’ by another 

billion people from all over the world, makes the question which variety to choose as a 

EFL speaker/student particularly relevant. The choice of variety will not be a neutral 

one; it will signal a conscious or unconscious preference for a specific culture and 

simultaneously the exclusion of other ones. 

 

1.1.2 Mid-Atlantic English 

British and American English varieties are inevitably associated with British and 

American cultural and political history, as stated above. Teaching and promoting only 

these specific varieties of English could be considered a form of linguistic imperialism 

(Modiano, 2001). For this specific reason, combined with documented difficulties for 

EFL speakers to avoid mixing RP and GA features (Mobärg, 2002; Axelsson, 2002) the 

question of introducing Mid-Atlantic English (Modiano, 1996) as a culturally and 

politically neutral lingua franca, at least within the European Union, has been proposed.  

 

Mid-Atlantic English is probably more correctly described as a use of English than as a 

system with its own inherent properties. It involves mixing features from the British and 

American English varieties (Modiano, 1996:12). Whether this rather undefined and 

somewhat artificial variety of English should be actively promoted and taught, or 

simply accepted as the form of English most people in Europe actually use - without 

attempting to correct it - has been extensively discussed (Modiano, 1996, 1998, 2002; 
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Lavelle, 2002). Attempts of promoting other regionally neutral forms of English, with 

the function of lingua franca, have been made also by other linguists (cf. Jenkins, 2000). 

1.2 English varieties and accents 

The varieties of English that belong to the so-called “inner circle” are often referred to 

as the “major” varieties of English (Kachru, 1985). The two most important of these are 

British English, with its prestige accent Received Pronunciation (RP) and American 

English, with its least regionally coloured accents, grouped under the term General 

American (GA).  

The similarities between British and American English are far greater than the 

differences, and the varieties are mutually intelligible by their respective native 

speakers, without considerable effort. However, there are differences regarding 

vocabulary, to some extent grammar and, the most apparent one to the EFL speaker, 

pronunciation. In this paper, dealing exclusively with spoken language, the main focus 

will be on pronunciation and it is therefore useful to examine the differences between 

British and American English with regard to their difference of accent.  

 

1.2.1 Received Pronunciation and General American 

One problem when comparing British and American English accents is that while RP is 

quite uncontroversially accepted as the most prestigious accent in Britain (Wells, 

1982:117) there is no single most prestigious accent in the United States. The term 

General American in fact refers to a cluster of different accents, which lack the specific 

northeastern or southern characteristics but still maintain some internal differences 

(Wells, 1982:14). This fact gives rise to many inconsistencies in the description of 

American English phonemes by different authors (Wells, 1982; Trudgill & Hannah, 

1994; Melchers & Shaw, 2003).  

 

The reference to the GA vowel and consonant system given below will be based 

primarily on the observations made by Wells (1982) and Trudgill & Hannah (1994:45-

48) with regard to those accents of the Northeastern, Midland and Western areas of the 

United States which are not affected by the so-called Northern Cities Chain Shift 

(Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:48). 

 

1.2.1.1 Vowels 

There are numerous slight differences in how vowels are pronounced in RP and GA, but 

this paper will only concentrate on a selected number of them, which are illustrated 

below. These differences are often referred to in studies that aim to assess which of the 

major English accents are chosen by EFL speakers (cf. Mobärg, 2002; Melchers, 1998; 

Axelsson, 2002).  

 

 The difference between the vowel systems that is probably best known to EFL learners 

(Mobärg, 1998) concerns the so-called “BATH vowel”: RP has /ɑ:/ preceding /θ/, /f/, 

/s/, /nt/, /ns/, /ntʃ/ and /mp/ in words such as bath, glass, grass, aunt, dance, where GA 

has /æ/ (Wells, 1982:134; Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:40). 
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 Another difference concerns the “LOT vowel”. In words like lot, cot, top, pot RP has a 

short, slightly rounded vowel /ɒ/ and GA has an unrounded, longer vowel /ɑ/. RP 

presents the same, short rounded vowel, /ɒ/ in the words loss, cross, soft, cough, song 

where some of the GA dialects will have the less rounded vowel /ɔ/ and most of them 

again the unrounded /ɑ/. In general, in this case, GA dialects have a longer, less 

rounded or unrounded vowel in correspondence to the short, rounded RP sound (Wells, 

1982:130; Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:39-41). 

 

  In the “THOUGHT vowel” words (Wells, 1982:144) such as all, caught, taught, 

bought, saw, RP presents the long, rounded vowel /ɔː/ where some of the GA dialects 

will have the less rounded and slightly shorter vowel /ɔ/ and many of them, again, the 

long, unrounded vowel /ɑ/. We can therefore see that a large number of the GA dialects 

present the vowel /ɑ/ in correspondence to the RP vowels of the words lot, hot, loss, and 

thought, caught, all. This phenomenon, which seems to be increasing in frequency, is 

called the cot-caught merger (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994) or the low back merger 

(Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006). 

 

 RP presents the diphthong /əʊ/ in “GOAT vowel” words like boat, home, know, so, 

don’t where GA dialects have the monophthong /o/ (Wells, 1982:146) or a diphthong 

with /o/ as a starting point [oʊ] (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:38). 

 

 In GA the semi-vowel /j/ preceding /u:/ after the alveolars /n/, /t/, /d/ /s/ is dropped in 

words such as new, tune, duke, attitude, student, assume while (mostly) kept in RP. This 

phenomenon is referred to as GA Yod Dropping (Wells, 1982:206; Trudgill & Hannah, 

1994:47). 

 

1.2.1.2 Consonants 

The British and American English consonant systems present fewer differences 

compared to their vocalic ones (Wells, 1982:178). Nevertheless, the existing differences 

are rather distinct and I will present two of them which often are investigated in studies 

similar to the present paper (cf. 1.2.1.1). 

 RP is considered a non-rhotic English accent as it has dropped the consonant /r/ in a 

non-prevocalic position. GA is rhotic and keeps the historic /r/ in those positions. Thus 

the words car and far, are pronounced /kɑ:/ and /fɑ:/ in RP while maintaining rhoticity 

in GA (Wells, 1982:218; Trudgill, 1995:9). 

 The consonant /t/ in intervocalic position, as in the words better, little, matter, flatter, 

lot of, becomes a voiced, flapped sound [t ] in GA, which is a very distinctive sound of 

American English. This phenomenon is referred to as T Voicing (Wells, 1982:248). 

 

1.3. English in Sweden 

The history of English teaching in Sweden reaches back some 170 years. Until the 

1940s the predominating foreign language taught in Sweden was German, but only to 

students of higher education (Mobärg, 1998:249). From the 1950s, when the Swedish 
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school went comprehensive, English became the only foreign language that has ever 

been compulsory for all Swedish school children, regardless of their level of education 

(Mobärg, 1998). Apart from the school environment, from the 1930s and on, English 

could also be heard in Sweden at the movies, as foreign films were from the very 

beginning subtitled in Swedish (Mobärg, 1998). From the 1950s the popular music 

culture stimulated teenagers to learn (American) English lyrics by heart about the same 

time that the television appeared, bringing American and British films and TV series 

into Swedish people’s homes on a daily basis.  

 

For many decades Swedes have subsequently been exposed to the two major varieties of 

English: the British one mainly taught in school and the American one, through various 

types of media. The British variety was until 1994 the only formally accepted variety 

within the education system (Skolverket 2013a). In 1994, a new curriculum for the 

compulsory school system was introduced, where American English was included in the 

syllabus as an alternative to “educated British English”. Swedish teachers and students 

were thus implicitly encouraged to stay consistent to one variety. Many teachers have 

reportedly continued to promote exclusively the British variety (Modiano, 2002:147) 

and to treat mixing of accents with stigma (Modiano, 1996:5). The recent curriculum for 

the Swedish school system (Skolverket 2013b) has abolished the indication of which 

specific variety should be taught. Students should be allowed to familiarize with 

different types of English, with regard to regional accents and stylistic registers. 

However, these changes have taken place after 2009 and therefore exert no influence on 

the informants of this study.  

 

2. Literature Review 

English in Sweden, as a research area, has been investigated previously, but with quite 

different approaches and methods from the ones adopted in the present study. Previous 

studies have dealt with questions of choice of English variety, attitudes towards 

varieties of English and degrees of mixing varieties in pronunciation–output, lexical 

choices or spelling habits (Mobärg, 1998; Mobärg, 2002; Söderlund & Modiano, 2002; 

Melchers, 1998; Axelsson, 2002). The studies involve quite homogeneous groups of 

informants, typically second grade, upper second grade or university students and 

sometimes their teachers.  

 

A small number of studies (Melchers, 1998; Trudgill, 1983; Elliott, 2000) have 

analyzed English speech of other demographic groups in media environments. The 

informants are both native and non-native English speakers who switch English variety 

for various purposes. These studies are somewhat similar to the present paper, 

particularly with regard to the method of investigation. However, to my knowledge, 

there are no previous real-time studies of this kind, investigating (fairly) spontaneous, 

non-native English speech in Sweden, broadcast on television. Nevertheless, the results 

from this study seem to confirm some of the hypotheses, results and predictions 

generated by previous studies in the same field, adding to these the diachronic 

perspective. 
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2.1 Studies involving Swedish EFL students 

2.1.1 Attitudes 

Attitudes towards English varieties among Swedish EFL students seem to vary 

according to age and to level of education. The degree of exposure to the one variety 

compared to the other is another important factor and possibly the level of prestige of 

the school environment itself. Generally speaking, an overall tendency of growing 

acceptance and preference for American English is visible from previous studies. This is 

shown from a diachronic perspective in the study by Axelsson (2002). In Mobärg 

(1998) the younger the students were, and subsequently the lower their level of 

education, the higher was the degree of preference for American English. This is 

particularly evident among the students that claimed to be highly exposed to American 

English through media. 

A more favourable attitude towards British English seems to occur with age and higher 

education, although, in general terms, this factor is shown to be decreasing (Axelsson, 

2002:194). In Mobärg’s study (1998), the preference for American English diminished 

with age to be completely neutralized among upper secondary school students. 

Söderlund & Modiano (2002), show, on the other hand, a clear preference for American 

English among the upper secondary school students of Hudiksvall in 1999, where 

Axelsson (2002) shows a clear preference for British English among her Uppsala 

university students as late as in 2000. 

 

2.1.2 Choices 

Attitudes towards language varieties can be investigated by letting the informants self-

report their preferences, as above. Attitudes can also partly be detected by having the 

informants read texts, in a controlled manner, where their actual choice of linguistic 

variety, and subsequently their preference, is elicited. The features used for assessing 

the informants’ choice of English variety in such studies are typically the BATH vowel, 

the GOAT vowel, the LOT/THOUGHT vowel(s), Yod Dropping, T voicing, rhoticity 

and sometimes the quality of /l/. Stress and vowel reduction are sometimes investigated 

too, as well as choices of lexical items and spelling habits. Naturally, we do not make 

all our linguistic choices in a conscious manner and especially younger students may 

not have the same degree of command of two competing linguistic varieties, which is 

why attitudes can only be partly detected in this manner and the results, as far as 

attitudes are concerned, will be somewhat underdetermined. 

However, linguistic choices will give us an indication of the degree of predominance of 

a certain variety in a non-native environment. Data from previous studies, carried out as 

late as 2000, show that the British English variety is still predominating among Swedish 

EFL students. In Mobärg’s (2002) study of school students ranging from 12-16 years, 

64% made RP choices and slightly below 1/3 of the students made GA choices. Among 

university students at the prestigious Uppsala university (Axelsson, 2002), RP choices 

still predominate ranging from 53% to 95% depending on the investigated feature. In 

contrast to this, Söderlund & Modiano’s results (2002), seem to point to a predominance 
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of the American English variety, when dealing with written lexical choices and spelling 

habits.  

2.1.3 Mixing 

Some data (Melchers, 1998) point to the fact that mixing of accents is increasing in 

frequency. A study of Swedish school children’s speech in the 1970s indicates, in fact, 

that occasional non-RP features are not to be ascribed to actual mixing of varieties but 

simply to L1 interference (Melchers, 1998:267). More recent data from the 1980s 

(Pettersson 1988, quoted in Melchers 1998) point more convincingly to the co-

occurring presence of RP and GA features in the students’ pronunciation-output. 

 

In the late 1990s and in 2000 students are shown to mix varieties quite frequently. 

Mobärg’s (2002:126-127) high school students are inconsistent in their pronunciation of 

BATH vowel words and in T voicing. Söderlund & Modiano’s (2002) students are 

likewise inconsistent in their choices of British and American lexical items as well as in 

their spelling habits. In addition, as many as 69% of Axelsson’s (2002:143) Uppsala 

university students mix English varieties in pronunciation-output, while, interestingly, 

only 36% of them seem to be aware of actually doing so. 

 

2.2 Studies involving other demographic groups  

2.2.1 “Highly educated, middle-class, suburban neighbours” 

Melchers (1998) found that, in the 1990s, a higher degree of RP-ness was characterizing 

the pronunciation of a group she defines as highly educated, middle-class, suburban 

neighbours (1998:268) compared to her observations of school children. BATH vowel 

words were pronounced with RP /ɑ:/, the LOT vowel was short and rounded, T voicing 

did not occur and there was RP typical vowel reduction. On the other hand, the GOAT 

vowel was invariably realized as a monophthong and rhoticity was inconsistent. Lexical 

choices and stress were showing a greater inclination towards GA. Thus, RP-ness was 

still dominating in this group, but mixing did occur and specifically regarding certain 

features and lexical choices. 

 

2.2.2 Attitudes and choice of English variety in performed speech 

There are other situations in which the ‘allegiance’ (Melchers, 1998) towards one’s 

natural choice of English variety can shift: in performed speech such as, for example, 

the (sung) speech of pop-singers and the spoken dialogue of actors.  

Melchers (1998) has studied the pronunciation of Swedish pop-singers: ABBA (using 

the ABBA Gold collection) and other Swedish pop-singers in the 1990s. In ABBA the 

BATH vowels are 100% American, whereas GOAT and LOT vowels vary in their 

output. T Voicing and rhoticity are also inconsistent in their realization. The target 

variety that the group was aiming for was probably “American” and the inconsistency is 

thought to be influenced by Swedish educational prescription (Melchers, 1998:269). 

Other Swedish pop-singers from the 1990s show pronunciation patterns similar to 
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ABBA’s, but also, interestingly, the presence of traditionally lower prestige English 

varieties such as Irish English or Northern English English. 

In performed speech (Elliott, 2000:3), the phenomenon of shifting of variety is present 

also in native English speech. The presence of rhoticity, T Voicing and GA-like vowels 

have been shown in British pop singers’ pronunciation (Trudgill, 1983). However, the 

tendency of adopting these American-like features
1
 seem to decrease over time, a fact 

that is clearly detectable in the pronunciation of The Beatles, natively non-rhotic, who 

go from a 47% rhoticity in the beginning of the 1960s to a 3% one in 1970 (Trudgill, 

1983:151). The same tendency has been observed also for other British pop/rock groups 

of the same period and later.  

The same - but opposite - phenomenon has been observed with regard to the speech of 

American actors in films. When studying the presence/absence of rhoticity in their 

speech (Elliott, 2000), a clear development is shown over time, starting from the 1930s 

up to the 1970s. In the early years there was a predominant absence of rhoticity, where 

the actors’ target variety is supposedly a British-like prestige accent termed Good 

Speech (Elliott, 2000:17), which over time developed towards a predominant, GA 

typical, presence of rhoticity.  

2.2.2.1 Performed speech as a possible mirror of the evolution of linguistic norm 

Elliott’s (2000) dissertation on American actors’ speech and the present study on the 

speech of Swedish television journalists converge in one particularly important aspect: 

both studies are carried out on speakers whose speech is directed towards two types of 

listeners: a direct listener on one hand, and an indirect listener on the other. The direct 

listener is the fellow-character in the case of the American movies, and the interview 

subject in the case of the Swedish interviews. The indirect listener is the audience, 

which is not visible to the speakers but most likely taken into account (Elliott, 2000:2). 

Anything said to the direct listener is intended to be overheard, clearly understood and 

socially indexed (Wells, 1982:31), in a correct manner, by the indirect listener. 

 

Due to this aspect of convergence, it should be legitimate to characterize also the 

Swedish journalists’ speech as a type of performed speech, and therefore consider the 

linguistic choices made by these equally relevant from a sociolinguistic point of view.  

The pronunciation of those whose speech is to be disseminated to a large audience via the mass media is 

therefore interesting to the sociolinguist because of the conscious concern for standardized usage and 

normative speech behaviour. (Elliot, 2000:3). 

Performed speech could therefore be seen, according to Elliott (2000), as a mirror of 

linguistic norm, in a given moment and over time. Thus, the American actors’ speech is 

                                                      
1
 It is interesting to note that the British pop-singers in this study often inserted rhoticity to resemble 

North American, when the North American accents most frequently used in pop/rock music of this period 

were typically non-rhotic, to resemble, in their turn, the southern/black American vernaculars (Trudgill, 

1983). 
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considered a legitimate body of evidence for linguistic study (Elliott, 2000:3) and, in my 

opinion, so should the speech corpus of Swedish television journalists.  

 

3. Material and Method 

3.1 Material  

The Swedish Media Database (SMDB 2013) today contains more than 8 million hours 

of recorded Swedish television broadcasts. Since the 1970s it has been responsible for 

archiving all Swedish television broadcasts and covers most broadcasts from 1979 and 

forward, but also a large amount of older material. The database, therefore, as a “side 

effect”, constitutes an important archive of spoken language, ranging over several 

decades. As no spoken corpora containing Swedes speaking English have yet been 

compiled, using speech recordings available in television clips appeared to be a 

legitimate alternative for the purpose of this paper. In addition, as stated above, the 

speech in the clips could be categorized as a type of performed speech, which makes it 

particularly relevant when discussing the sociolinguistic factors behind the speakers’ 

linguistic choices. 

 

The year 1970 was chosen as the starting point of the investigation due to the fact that 

the 1970s is the first decade that contains a fairly complete archive of Swedish 

broadcasts. The investigation subsequently spans from the early 1970s and ends with 

year 2009, in order to cover four full decades. Until 1987, when private channels were 

first admitted, only two television channels, the public SVT1 and SVT2
2
, existed in 

Sweden (MMS 2013a). The third public channel, TV4, was founded in 1992. Still 

today, although there are a large number of private channels available, the public 

channels attract the absolute majority of Swedish TV-viewers (MMS 2013b). The data 

for the research has therefore been retrieved exclusively from SVT1, SVT2 and, from 

the 1990s, from TV4 (national).  

 

3.1.1 Language policies within Swedish television 

Performed speech is sometimes directly affected by explicit language policies (Elliott, 

2000:17). However, no official policies regarding English accents have ever existed 

within Swedish television (S. Lundin, personal communication, February 6, 2013). 

Swedish television journalists are in general encouraged to adopt an educated, 

appropriate linguistic behaviour, but the exact accent that would fulfil these criteria is 

left to the discretion of the individual journalists. 

 

3.2 Method  

In order to retrieve clips where Swedes would be likely to speak English from this 

enormous database, within an acceptable amount of time, the interview situation was 

                                                      
2 The TV-channels have changed names over the years: TV1, TV2, Kanal 1 and so forth, but are today 

searchable using the current denominations SVT1 and SVT2 
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identified. Many interviews are indexed as such in the database and therefore easily 

searchable. Subsequently the single search string intervju*
3
 was applied consistently in 

all the searches. Applying this search string and restricting the search to television 

material, the following results were generated, divided by channel and decade: 

 

Table 1. Television clips of interviews divided by channel and decade 

TV clips of 

interviews 

1970s  1980s 1990s 2000s 

SVT 1 40  48 1157 1715 

SVT 2 60  70 695 2310 

TV 4 riks - - 944 2315 

Total  100 118 2796 6340 

 

Of the 100 clips generated in the 1970s approximately 1/5 contained English speech. 

Every clip in the 1970s and 1980s, generated by the search string intervju*, containing 

Swedish people speaking English, was transcribed and analyzed. The name, gender and 

approximate age, was annotated for each interviewer as was data (name and/or 

nationality) regarding the interview subject. However, the material was not age, gender 

or context controlled, in order to retrieve as many clips as possible (cf. 3.3). 

 

To obtain a statistically relevant mixture of clips from the other decades, a random 

sampling was carried out, which generated exactly 100 clips for each other decade. For 

the 1990s and 2000s, 10 clips per each year were randomly selected in order to obtain a 

fairly equal distribution of clips within each decade. Interestingly, for the other decades 

around 1/5 of the total of generated interviews also contained English speech, 

generating over 70 interviews in total, where Swedish television journalists speak 

English. 

 

Clips containing the same interviewers were normally discarded within the same 

decade, unless the generated clips were particularly short: they were then treated as one 

interview with different subjects and the data was merged. They were also kept if the 

interview subjects spoke a distinctly different variety of English to investigate 

accommodation data. When the same interviewer appears in a later decade, the clip was 

normally not discarded in order to investigate a possible diachronic shift regarding 

single individuals
4
. 

 

                                                      
3 The term was used in Swedish and not in English in order to generate a larger number of Swedish television 

productions and to avoid retrieving a number of imported, foreign broadcasts, which would not have been 

relevant to the investigation. For the same reason the search strings engelsk* and/or English were avoided. 

4 However, the data collected from single individuals over time was unfortunately not large or complete 

enough to investigate this type of shift. In addition, other factors seem to prevail, such as accommodation.  
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The English speech sections were first orthographically transcribed in order to highlight 

possible tokens of the features under investigation. They were listened to again, 

multiple times, ticking off, in a matrix, the occurrence of RP/GA tokens in relation to 

the following pre-established, salient, features (Wells, 1982; Trudgill & Hannah, 1994; 

Mobärg, 2002; Melchers, 1998). 

 

 BATH vowels 

 GOAT vowels 

 LOT vowels 

 THOUGHT vowels 

 Yod Dropping 

 T Voicing 

 Rhoticity 

 

With regard to Rhoticity, /r/ in a possible linking r position was normally discarded, 

unless there was a considerable pause after it. For some of the Swedish speakers the 

/r/+C was realized as a retroflex, ‘merged’ sound, which is probably due to L1 

interference (Melchers, 1998:267). Those realizations of /r/ were also discarded as non-

relevant to this investigation as were all other, non systematic, types of erroneous 

realizations. Vocabulary, word stress and vowel reduction were first included as part of 

the matrix but later discarded, as the occurrence of tokens turned out to be too low (cf. 

Melchers, 1998). The full transcripts of all the interviews are included in Appendix A. 

 

3.3 Shortcomings  

In carrying out this study, some problems were encountered, especially regarding the 

process of data collection and the quality of the data itself. Retrieving the sections of 

Swedes’ English speech from TV clips turned out to be extremely time consuming. 

Combined with a limited access to the database itself, this hindered an expansion of 

searches with multiple search strings. A stricter control of the material regarding gender 

and age of the interviewers or interview contexts, which could have allowed a deeper 

investigation of such factors, was also obstructed by lack of indexing in the database.  

 

In addition, the sections containing speech of interviewers were often quite short. In 

many cases they were completely edited out to let the interview subject speak as long as 

possible. This obviously affected the amount and the quality of the collected data. 

Salient features, such as BATH vowel words and Yod Dropping, in fact occur 

infrequently in non-controlled speech (Mobärg, 2002), which is obviously aggravated if 

the amount of data is too limited. In order to somewhat mitigate these problems, as 

much material as possible was gathered and averages of accent rates were generally 

calculated per features and not per individual speakers. However, a certain degree of 

instability of the data could unfortunately not be avoided.  

 

Background data regarding the informants’ level of English education or personal 

experience from English-speaking countries, from an age relevant to language/variety 

acquisition, was not retrievable from printed sources nor, for methodological reasons, 

from self-report. No informants were therefore excluded from the study on these 
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premises, but a possible influence of background factors for some speakers cannot be 

excluded. 

 

 

4. Results  

The results of the investigation are presented in the following sections, starting with 

comprehensive results from each decade. To facilitate an easier reading of the results as 

they constitute a large amount of data in several tables (table 2 to 7), averages and ratios 

are presented as degrees of GA pronunciation in relation to an implicit degree of RP 

pronunciation (except in table 6). The ratio formula in the tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 thus 

indicates the actual occurrences of GA tokens divided by the sum of actual occurrences 

of GA + RP tokens
5
. The total averages are expressed as the percentage of GA 

pronunciation per features and, in table 7, also per decade. 

 

The rate of mixing of accents in individual speakers, and the comparison of these rates 

over time, are illustrated in table 6. The complete tables containing name, gender, age of 

each speaker and interview subjects are included in Appendix B. 

 

4.1 Comprehensive results per decade 

4.1.1 The 1970s 

Table 2. Total results from the 1970s divided by features.  

1970-1979 BATH 

vowel 

GOAT 

vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGHT 

vowel 

Yod 

Dropping 

T 

voicing 

Rhoticity GA 

accent 

rate 

Speaker 1 6/16 41/77 1/31  0/18 3/6 1/11  74/113 31% 

Speaker 2 1/8 11/23 3/13 1/14 1/3 6/19 45/67 32% 

Speaker 3 0/5 1/14   0/25 0/1  0/4 3/11 18/43 11% 

Speaker 4 N.a. N.a. N.a. N.a. N.a. N.a. 4/4 100% 

Speaker 5 0/2 9/9  0/9 0/3 0/1  2/3 13/19 34% 

Speaker 6 N.a. 1/2 0/5  N.a. N.a. 0/2 2/4 25% 

Speaker 7 N.a. 15/15  6/12 2/6 1/1 10/11 33/34 79% 

Speaker 8 1/1  2/2 0/3 0/1 N.a. 3/4 6/7 60% 

Speaker 9 5/5   9/9 1/11 N.a. 3/3 7/12 23/23 78% 

Speaker 10 N.a. 10/15 0/12 0/3 0/3 0/8 18/39 19% 

                                                      
5 Thus the formula 0/1 indicates 0 actual occurrences of GA tokens of 1 occurrence in total, consequently 1 RP 

token occured for that speaker. The formula 3/5 indicates 3 GA tokens of a total of 5 occurrences, where 2 

tokens were RP ones. 
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Speaker 11 7/8 8/10 11/23 2/6 1/2 5/9 22/45 58% 

Speaker 12 N.a. N.a. 0/2 N.a. N.a. N.a. 0/2 0% 

Speaker 13 N.a. 1/1  0/1 0/1 N.a. N.a. 1/2 38% 

Speaker 14 0/5  3/15 0/18 0/18 0/4 0/19 16/68 6% 

Speaker 15 0/1  2/2   0/6 N.a. N.a. N.a. 3/11 32% 

Speaker 16 N.a. 4/4 1/3 0/6 0/2  2/6 12/17 40% 

Speaker 17 0/5   4/18 3/12 0/7 0/1 1/11 43/54 19% 

Average of 

GA 

pronunciation 

34% 70% 12% 6% 30% 35% 60% 35% 

 

The 1970s presents the lowest scores of GA pronunciation in general and specifically 

for BATH vowels and rhoticity. This result points to the fact that the majority of the 

journalists in the 1970 were aiming for an RP target accent. The GOAT vowels, 

however, present a high percentage of GA pronunciation, whereas the LOT and 

THOUGHT vowels show a particularly low degree of GA-ness. 

 

Yod Dropping only occurs in speakers who have at least one GA occurrence, or no RP 

occurrences, for BATH vowel tokens (Speakers 1, 2, 7, 9 and 11) and generally a high 

or medium-high T voicing and rhoticity rate. These speakers are also the majority of 

those who show any GA rates for the otherwise RP-strong LOT vowel. It seems to be 

linked to speakers with high GA scores and less frequent in those with high RP scores. 

This feature is therefore probably connected to a general GA-awareness and it is 

arguable that the speakers choose it deliberately rather than unconsciously.  

 

As for T voicing the picture is a little less clear. It is, again, present in the GA strong 

speakers 8, 9 and 11, who all have GA occurrences for the BATH vowel tokens, and 

medium strong speakers 1, 2, 16. However, it also occurs in speakers with high RP 

rates, as speaker 3 and 5 and medium high RP speaker 17. All the T voicing speakers, 

though, show high rhoticity rates and most of them show GA rates for the LOT vowel. 

T voicing thus occurs in speakers with more mixed GA/RP rates and might not require 

as high a GA-awareness of its speakers as Yod Dropping. 
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4.1.2 The 1980s 

Table 3. Total results from the 1980s divided by features.  

1980-1989 BATH 

vowel 

GOAT 

vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGHT 

vowel 

Yod 

Droppin

g 

T 

voicing 

Rhoticity GA 

accent 

rate 

Speaker 1 N.a. 1/3 0/2 0/2 N.a. N.a. 4/8 21% 

Speaker 2 N.a. 1/1 0/1 N.a. N.a. 1/1 1/1 75% 

Speaker 3 0/10 12/15 0/10 0/4 0/3 0/2 29/38 20% 

Speaker 4 0/7 3/20 0/11 0/7 0/1 0/2 25/32 13% 

Speaker 5 N.a. 8/10 0/3 N.a. N.a. 0/1 13/15 42% 

Speaker 6 2/2 8/16 1/24 0/8 1/3 4/10 43/51 30% 

Speaker 7 7/9 25/32 13/18 7/9 1/1 14/16 68/73 73% 

Speaker 8 0/1 12/15 1/19 0/2 N.a. 3/8 4/23 23% 

Speaker 9a 2/2 5/7 3/4 0/2 1/3 1/1 35/36 54% 

Speaker 9b 3/4 4/11 0/10 0/4 N.a. N.a. 12/37 14% 

Speaker 10 0/2 3/4 1/14 0/9 0/5 0/1 20/20 26% 

Speaker 11 N.a. 0/1 1/5 N.a. 1/1 N.a. 2/2 55% 

Speaker 12 N.a. 1/5 2/4 0/2 1/2 0/1 17/20 34% 

Average of 

GA 

pronunciation 

44% 55% 18% 8% 40% 37% 77% 40% 

 

The 1980s point to an increase of GA pronunciation for all features, except for the 

GOAT vowel. This decrease seems somewhat odd and difficult to explain, especially in 

the cases of speakers 9b, 11 and 12 who present Yod Dropping or GA occurrences for 

BATH vowels. However, all other features increase their degree of GA pronunciation. 

Yod Dropping, which seems to require a high GA-awareness, even shows its highest 

peak during this decade, as does rhoticity.  

 

The LOT vowel also shows an unexpectedly high degree of GA pronunciation, but is 

most often present in strong GA speakers who present GA occurrences, or no RP 

occurrences, for BATH vowel tokens, Yod Dropping and T voicing (Speakers 6, 7, 9a 

and 11). GA occurrences for LOT vowels in speaker 8 and 10 are however less 

expected. T voicing in the 1980s follow the patterns shown in the earlier decade: i.e. it 

co-occurs with Yod Dropping, GA occurrences for BATH vowels and strong rhoticity, 

except in speaker 8, who already was singled out as somewhat peculiar.  

 

This decade presents the fewest speakers and therefore particularly strong tendencies in 

individual speakers may affect the statistics in one direction or the other. Speakers 9a 
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and 9b are in fact one and the same speaker, whose speech data was not merged as the 

interview subjects were respectively native British English and American English 

speakers who both adopted prestige accents in their native varieties. As we will see in 

the discussion and analysis section, some of the more unexpected results that we find in 

this decade could possibly be explained with reference to accommodation. 

 

4.1.3 The 1990s 

Table 4. Total results from the 1990s divided by features.  

1990-1999 BATH 

vowel 

GOAT 

vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGHT 

vowel 

Yod 

Dropping 

T 

voicing 

Rhoticity GA 

accent 

rate 

Speaker 1 1/1 8/11 4/7 0/3 N.a. 8/9 35/37 69% 

Speaker 2 N.a. 3/3 0/3 0/1 N.a. N.a. 3/5 40% 

Speaker 3 3/3 27/27 3/15 6/24 1/1 17/19 53/54 76% 

Speaker 4 0/2 17/19 0/15 0/14 0/2 0/7 40/53 24% 

Speaker 5 3/3 7/10 12/23 0/4 0/1 4/10 30/30 52% 

Speaker 6 N.a. 1/1 0/2 N.a. N.a. 0/1 5/6 46% 

Speaker 7 2/2 1/1 2/5 1/2 N.a. 2/3 8/10 73% 

Speaker 8 N.a. 5/6 1/14 0/2 N.a. 3/4 19/19 53% 

Speaker 9 N.a. 4/10 0/5 0/3 0/1 0/1 12/13 22% 

Speaker 10 12/12 65/65 26/37 14/21 6/6 13/13 77/77 91% 

Speaker 11 N.a. 5/9 2/16 1/3 N.a. 0/2 6/15 28% 

Speaker 12 4/6 8/42 2/29 0/23 2/6 10/27 25/134 26% 

Speaker 13 0/2 3/4 0/7 0/4 0/1 2/5 17/23 27% 

Speaker 14 N.a. 1/4 0/5 N.a. 0/2 0/1 12/21 16% 

Speaker 15 3/3 14/14 3/8 0/2 N.a. 1/6 12/19 53% 

Speaker 16 N.a. 2/5 6/6 1/1 0/1 2/3 14/15 67% 

Speaker 17 0/3 2/17 0/24 0/9 N.a. 1/12 14/48 8% 

Speaker 18 N.a. 1/1 0/3 N.a. N.a. N.a. 3/3 67% 

Speaker 19 0/4 3/5 0/6 0/7 N.a. 2/5 6/15 23% 

Average of 

GA 

pronunciation 

61% 71% 21% 17% 26% 39% 73% 44% 

 

In the 1990s five of the seven investigated features show their highest GA peaks: BATH 

vowels, LOT vowels, THOUGHT vowels and T voicing. Rhoticity also shows a 

relatively high GA rate. 
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For T voicing the patterns shown for previous decades still appear valid, with a few 

exceptions. Speaker 12 shows high T voicing combined with medium high Yod 

Dropping and GA rates for BATH vowel tokens, but at the same times scores a 

relatively low rhoticity and a very low GA degree for GOAT vowels. Speakers 13 and 

19 also present T voicing, combined, however, with RP rates for BATH vowels and 

relatively low rhoticity, which is somewhat unusual. 

 

Yod Dropping presents a surprisingly low GA rate in a decade with such strong GA 

speakers. However, this feature is unfortunately only present in 47%, (9/19) of the 

speakers compared to the 75% (9/12) presence in the 1980s. It is in general, as stated 

before, a relatively infrequent feature, occurring in only 41% (7/17) of the speakers 

during the 1970s and in as few as 36% (7/19) of the speakers in the 2000s, which makes 

it difficult to draw any general conclusions about it. Nevertheless, among the few 

speakers in which the feature does occur we have a couple of unexpected cases as in 

speakers 5 and 16. For these two speakers, however, only a single token occurs and the 

RP choice might be related, as will be discussed further ahead, to a certain lexical item 

rather than to a general choice of phonological system (Mobärg, 2002:123). 

 

4.1.4 The 2000s 

Table 5. Total results from the 2000s divided by features.  

2000-2009 BATH 

vowel 

GOAT 

vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGHT 

vowel 

Yod 

Dropping 

T 

voicing 

Rhoticity GA 

accent 

rate 

Speaker 1 N.a. 6/7 0/1 0/2 N.a. N.a. 8/9 44% 

Speaker 2 0/2 16/18 1/22 0/6 0/1 1/13 26/34 25% 

Speaker 3 0/7 11/16 0/14 0/8 0/1 0/11 43/60 20% 

Speaker 4 4/6 14/19 0/24 0/6 1/2 0/1 29/40 38% 

Speaker 5 0/1 2/2 5/6 1/1 N.a. 8/8 16/16 81% 

Speaker 6 0/1 10/10 0/7 0/1 N.a. 1/1 12/14 48% 

Speaker 7 7/7 24/24 4/22 1/8 2/2 10/14 52/52 72% 

Speaker 8 1/1 N.a. 0/1 N.a. N.a. 0/2 4/4 50% 

Speaker 9 1/1 5/5 2/13 0/5 0/1 3/7 22/24 50% 

Speaker 10 0/1 1/5 0/8 0/2 N.a. 2/6 4/13 14% 

Speaker 11 1/1 11/11 1/19 0/5 1/2 12/12 23/25 64% 

Speaker 12 N.a. 0/2 0/4 N.a. N.a. N.a. 1/4 8% 

Speaker 13 N.a. 0/3 0/1 0/2 N.a. 0/2 2/5 8% 

Speaker 14 4/4 3/3 1/9 0/2 N.a. 1/3 27/27 57% 

Speaker 15 0/1 2/2 1/9 0/1 N.a. 0/1 2/5 25% 
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Speaker 16 0/1 N.a. 0/2 N.a. N.a. 0/2 N.a. 0% 

Speaker 17 3/4 15/15 4/15 3/13 0/1 0/3 32/42 43% 

Speaker 18 0/3 0/5 0/3 0/1 N.a. 1/1 2/11 20% 

Speaker 19 2/2 1/1 0/4 0/2 N.a. 0/2 7/8 41% 

Average of 

GA 

pronunciation 

46% 73% 9% 9% 29% 37% 72% 39% 

 

During the 2000s the general increase of GA pronunciation seems to abate. The results 

point to an overall decrease of GA rates that involves four of the seven investigated 

features, and in particular BATH vowels, LOT vowels and THOUGHT vowels. The 

LOT vowels in fact score their lowest points for the whole period. 

 

As for BATH vowels we have one unexpected case, in speaker 5, of one RP token 

combined with GA rates for all other features, including the usually RP strong LOT and 

THOUGHT vowels. In addition, this speaker shows a 100% T voicing and rhoticity. It 

might be the case, as with other similar cases, that the specific lexical item rather than a 

conscious choice of RP accent motivates the RP choice. 

 

Rhoticity and T voicing show relatively stable results compared to the earlier decades, 

but these features do not seem to require a particularly high degree of GA-awareness of 

its speakers, as discussed earlier. The GOAT vowel, on the other hand, presents a very 

modest GA peak during this decade, which, however, does not considerably affect the 

general decrease of GA rates. It belongs in fact to the features which show high GA 

rates in all speakers throughout the decades, and therefore seems less related to target-

accent awareness. 

 

As for Yod Dropping, the result is moderately low, but in this decade we also have the 

feature’s lowest occurrence of tokens, which makes the statistical data somewhat 

unstable. However, the instances in which the feature does occur follow the patterns of 

the earlier decades, except in speaker 17, whose particular case will be discussed further 

ahead. 
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4.2 Individual speakers’ accent mixing rate 

The following table includes only those interviewers whose speech generated tokens for 

at least six of seven investigated features. The ratio formula illustrated above was first 

applied to generate the percentages of GA/RP accents of each speaker. The accent that 

scored the highest percentage rate in a speaker was considered his/her target accent, in 

relation to which the percentage of the other accent was considered a rate of mixing. A 

51% RP accent in a speaker consequently generates a mixing rate of 49% and vice 

versa. 

 

Table 6. Individual speakers’ rate of accent mixing per decade.  

 1970 1980 1990 2000 

Speaker 1 6% 13% 8% 9% 

Speaker 2 11% 16% 9% 14% 

Speaker 3 19% 20% 22% 20% 

Speaker 4 19% 23% 23% 20% 

Speaker 5 21% 26% 24% 25% 

Speaker 6 22% 30% 24% 25% 

Speaker 7 31% 34% 26% 36% 

Speaker 8 32% 46% 27% 37% 

Speaker 9 34% - 27% 38% 

Speaker 10 40% - 31% 41% 

Speaker 11 40% - 33% 43% 

Speaker 12 42% - 47% 43% 

Speaker 13 - - 48% 48% 

Speaker 14 - - - 50% 

Average 26% 26% 27% 32% 

 

The results regarding the individual speakers’ rate of accent mixing appear 

unexpectedly stable, from the point of view of the total averages. Speakers of all 

decades seem to mix accents up to an average of 30%, whether their target accent is 

considered to be RP or GA. However, in line with the hypothesis of this paper, the data 

does point to a modest, although statistically not significant, increase of mixing rates in 

the 2000s. In addition, it is noticeable that the lowest individual mixing rates are found 

in the 1970s and the very highest ones in the 2000s, where one speaker scores a mixing 

rate as high as 50%. 
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5. Analysis and Discussion 

5.1 Analysis of comprehensive results 

 

Table 7. Total averages of GA pronunciation per features and per decade 

1970-

2009 

BATH 

vowel 

GOAT 

vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGHT 

vowel 

Yod 

Dropping 

T 

voicing 

Rhoticity Total 

average 

1970s 34% 70% 12% 6% 30% 35% 60% 35% 

1980s 44% 55% 18% 8% 40% 37% 77% 40% 

1990s 61% 71% 21% 17% 26% 39% 73% 44% 

2000s 46% 73% 9% 9% 29% 37% 72% 39% 

 

What is most striking about the results is the stability of the total averages over the four 

decades, rather than the modest, and statistically not significant
6
, development that can 

be seen for a few of the investigated features. The data cannot confirm that there is an 

on-going “Americanization” (cf. Modiano, 1996; Modiano, 2002) of the English spoken 

by Swedes. Instead, there seems to be a quite stable 70/30 to 60/40 relation of the 

pronunciation over the decades, always in favour of RP, in line with Axelsson’s (2002), 

Mobärg’s (2002) and Melchers’ (1998) results concerning the late 1990s and early 

2000s.  

 

More surprising than the somewhat high RP-ness of pronunciation in the 2000s is the 

relatively high GA percentage of pronunciation in the 1970s, when educational 

prescription in favour of RP pronunciation was presumably stricter and potential media 

exposure to GA was lower. However, two of the GA phonological elements that seem 

to require specific GA awareness, i.e. the BATH vowel and T voicing, score their 

lowest points in this decade. So does rhoticity, which in later decades shows higher GA 

rates also for strong RP speakers. 

 

Although not statistically significant, the data points to a slight peaking of GA 

pronunciation for five of the seven features during the 1990s. This was the decade when 

British English lost its position of exclusivity in the Swedish school system. Due to age 

factors, the informants of the study would not have been directly affected by the change 

of the curriculum, but they were active in the decade in which an increasing acceptance 

of American English led to this change and might therefore have been indirectly 

affected by it.  

 

The 1990s was also the decade in which private television channels started broadcasting 

in Sweden, exposing, for the first time, the Swedish public channels to competition for 

                                                      
6 A T-test for un-matched samples was carried out on the general averages of the four decades and none of the 

differences between the results was large enough to be statistically significant at the level of p<0.05. 
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viewers, presumably forcing them to modernize their programme content and to 

increase broadcasting hours. In fact, in the 1990s and 2000s we find more interviews 

with pop and rock stars than in the previous decades and news programmes are 

broadcast throughout the day instead of just the afternoon or evening hours. A general 

spirit of innovation and modernization within Swedish television might have prompted 

the TV journalists to also adopt a more modern approach to English and therefore 

choose the GA accent rather than the more traditional RP accent. In addition, during the 

1990s the internet era was inaugurated and there was a substantial growth in the 

information technology sector. This sector is primarily associated with American 

English vocabulary, and its successful developments during this decade might have 

favoured a wider use of the American English accent among Swedish speakers. 

 

Unexpectedly, five of seven GA features seem to decrease in the 2000s. It is an arduous 

task to interpret this result from a sociolinguistic point of view. More data is needed and 

probably other factors, which were not part of this study (cf. 3.3), need to be taken into 

account. A possible explanation could be that a decrease of prestige of the United States 

during the 2000s, due to economical and political factors, would give rise to less 

positive attitudes towards the American English variety which in its turn would result in 

fewer GA linguistic choices. However, no empirical research results exist today to 

prove such a correlation.  

 

Furthermore, the effects of the inclusion of American English in the Swedish 

curriculum would still not, in 2009, directly have affected any of the informants 

involved in this study. More recent, unpublished papers
7
 regarding choices of English 

accents (Östlund, 2005; Thörnstrand, 2008) point, in fact, to a predominant use of 

American English among Swedish school children.  

 

5.2 Analysis of the results per features 

 

When analyzing the individual features, both synchronically and over time, some 

general patterns emerge quite clearly: GOAT vowels and rhoticity constantly present 

high GA rates, whereas LOT and THOUGHT vowels tend to show high RP rates. Yod 

Dropping and T voicing remain on a remarkably consistent, medium low GA level. 

 

The single feature that presents the largest fluctuation over time is the BATH vowel. 

This feature, as stated before, is among those that are best known to Swedish speakers 

as being distinctive of a specific accent (Mobärg, 1998:257). We have also seen that the 

occurrence of BATH vowels typically affects other features, primarily Yod Dropping 

and T voicing. We can therefore assume that these three features are chosen with a 

higher degree of awareness of target accent. This seems to involve, to some degree, also 

LOT and THOUGHT vowels when the speaker shows GA rates. Thus, the sole RP/GA 

rates of the BATH vowel appears indicative of the general status of the respective 

                                                      
7 Due to their unpublished state and their undergraduate level, these papers were not included in the earlier 

literature review section.  
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accents, and, as we have seen, its fluctuations follow quite closely the fluctuations of the 

total averages per decade. 

 

The RP-ness of LOT and THOUGHT and the GA-ness of GOAT and rhoticity in 

Swedish speakers are often explained as L1 interference (Melchers, 1998; Mobärg, 

2002). The roundedness of RP vowels in LOT and THOUGHT and the GA 

monophthongh for GOAT, would in many cases be suggested by influence of Swedish 

spelling (Melchers, 1998:268). Being natively rhotic, it is only natural that Swedes 

should transfer their L1 rhoticity onto the foreign target language, rather than 

consciously aim for a GA accent. 

 

The above considerations might be true in some of the cases, but not in all of them. 

Many of the speakers show a specific GA rhoticity with a slightly retroflex /r/ even in 

pre-consonantal positions that, in Swedish speakers, would favour a retroflex ‘merged’ 

sound transferred from Swedish /r/+dental, alveolar sequences. There is clearly a 

continuum and the distinction between a target-accent-aware pronunciation or one 

caused by L1 interference is often blurred. 

 

Another interesting factor, which due to time and space restraints has not been 

investigated in this study, is how the choice of accent, in particular for BATH vowel 

words and Yod Dropping, in some cases seems related to the occurrence of certain 

lexical items. Mobärg (2002) argues in fact that some RP or GA realizations are related 

to an ad-hoc acquisition of certain words. The pronunciation would thus not be open to 

shifting: certain words acquired in a RP strong environment and at an early age (at 

school for instance) will be pronounced with RP accent and some acquired through a 

GA-strong media exposure will be pronounced with GA accent. This could explain 

some of the odd cases of fluctuations between RP-ness and GA-ness of BATH vowel 

words in otherwise target-aware speakers, as in speaker 17 (2000) who is the same 

speaker 15 (1990s). RP/GA realizations in relation to specific words were not recorded 

in the matrix utilised for this study, but in line with Mobärg’s argument, I did notice that 

the word ask very often scored GA rates, whereas the word last seemed to attract RP 

pronunciation. Mobärg (2002:127) maintains that high-frequency items belonging to a 

core set of basic school words, as could be the case with last, tend to stay “fossilised” 

the way they were first acquired (normally in RP). The frequent GA realizations of ask 

are therefore more difficult to explain. Further research on this subject is needed to 

determine whether an overall impact of this factor could be shown.  

 

5.3 Analysis of the speakers’ accent mixing rates 

The stability of the speakers’ mixing rates over the four decades is the most prominent 

result generated by the research data. Nevertheless, to fully determine a speaker’s target 

accent, and thereby obtain the correct mixing rate, could be a more problematic task. In 

the above calculations all features were considered equally valid for this purpose, but as 

we have noticed in the results per features, some of these seem to require a higher 

degree of target-awareness than others. Further research is required, which due to time 

and space restraints was not carried out in this paper, to extrapolate more precise results 
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regarding the speakers’ target accent in relation to the production of tokens for features 

which seem to demand a lower target-accent-awareness. 

 

5.4 A qualitative analysis of some individual speakers 

 

A few of the speakers whose clips were generated multiple times in the database 

searches were, for reasons stated previously, not discarded. We will look closer at two 

of these speakers, who present a noticeable shift in choice of accent between the 

interview occasions. 

 

Interviewer Interview 

subject 

BATH 

vowel 

GOAT 

vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGHT 

vowel 

Yod 

Dropping 

T 

voicing 

Rhoticity Total 

average 

Olle Stenholm 

(Sp. 6, 1980) 

Jimmy 

Carter 
2/2 8/16 1/24 0/8 1/3 4/10 43/51 30% 

Olle Stenholm 

(Sp. 17, 1990) 

John 

Major 
0/3 2/17 0/24 0/9 N.a. 1/12 14/48 8% 

Stig Fredriksson 

(Sp. 9a, 1980) 

Caspar 

Weinberg 
2/2 5/7 3/4 0/2 1/3 1/1 35/36 54% 

Stig Fredriksson 

(Sp. 9b, 1980) 

Lord 

Carrington 
3/4 4/11 0/10 0/4 N.a. N.a. 12/37 14% 

 

In Olle Stenholm’s interviews, we can see a large decrease in GA rates for BATH 

vowels (100% in fact), GOAT vowels, T voicing and rhoticity between the first and 

second interview. The interview subjects at the two occasions were the highest political 

representatives of the United States and the United Kingdom respectively. The second 

interview was, in addition, recorded in a decade that generally scored higher GA rates. 

The same patterns can be seen for Stig Fredriksson’s two interviews, both from the 

1990s. The general GA rate of his pronunciation between the occasions seems to drop 

drastically, but no tokens occurred for Yod Dropping or T voicing in the second 

interview, which otherwise might have altered the general average to some degree. 

 

The accent shifts in both speakers, even though Olle Stenholm’s interviews were 

recorded in separate decades, seem to be quite obvious cases of accommodation (Giles 

& Smith, 1979; Trudgill, 1983), especially considering the high prestige which 

surrounded the interview subjects. Whether accommodation, rather than a general 

diachronic development, had an overall effect on the informants of the study was not 

part of the initial research scope of this paper. In some cases, like the above illustrated, 

it seems that accommodation can play a part in Swedish journalists’ choice of accent. 

More data and further investigation is however needed to determine the general impact 

of this specific factor. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

The purpose of this study was to investigate which English accent is the most 

commonly adopted by Swedes and to assess the consistency of accent in individual 

speakers, from a diachronic perspective. 

The results of this study indicate a clear preference for British English, which maintains 

a remarkably stable 70-30, 60-40 relation to American English over the four decades. 

The preference for American English shows a very moderate, and not statistically 

significant, increase which peaks in the 1990s only to flatten again towards the 2000s. 

The data also shows that all the informants, between 1970 and 2009, mix accents with 

an unexpectedly stable rate of approximately 30%, regardless of their target accent. 

From a pedagogical point of view it would be useful for educators of English to take 

this fact into account and to treat mixing of accents with less stigma, as it appears to be 

unavoidable. 

Further research regarding accommodation, mixing in relation to target-accent and 

possible ad-hoc acquisition of certain lexical items has already been suggested and the 

underdetermination of the results has been pointed out. However, the created corpus 

containing real-time data of Swedes’ English speech could open up to further 

investigations involving grammatical constructions, lexical choices or even critical 

discourse analysis. 
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Appendix A 

1970s 

Clip 1: Lars Helander (1972, April 18). Moment: ett program om den amerikanske filmaren Emile de Antonio. Sveriges Radio TV1 

(08:06) I was just gonna ask, are you going …yeah  

(10:16) but then if this material is so very expensive and hard to get at … how do you how do you get, you go round buying it for exorbitant prices or 

you steal it or what  

(25:48) You always make a very special point in your films, eh, would you say they are didactic and would you say that didacticism is a danger to 

documentaries the way you make them 

(28:56) Could you envisage a future where where history being made is what happens on screens? 

 

Clip 2: Nils-Petter Sundgren (1973, October 21). Filmkrönika. Sveriges Radio TV2 – Interview with American Filmmaker 

(00:00) It’s interesting to see how many paranoic films you see from your country today in Sweden, I mean and I’ve seen a number of them in the, 

only, during the past six months, why is that do you think? 

(01:55) And this has become one theme in in entertainment, that’s rather interesting really that paranoia has become a theme in entertainment in a 

ways, if you if you think of Americans in mass entertainment which American film is …(?)  

 

Clip 3: Olle Stenholm, O. (1975, November 20). Revolutionen som försvann: rapport från en portugisisk by. Sveriges Radio TV1 – Interview with 

Portuguese man 

(05:31) Do you think it’s possible to have a parliamentary democracy in Portugal now? 

Clip 4: Sam Nilsson (1976, March 17). Aktuellt. Inslag 2: intervju med Indira Gandhi. Sveriges Television TV1 

(00.00) Mrs. Gandhi, the poster say you you stood between order and chaos, how would you describe the order today? 

(00.56) Which part parts of the Indian society is threatened with chaos? 

(02:20) But maybe some people in other countries have got the impression that you opposed the way the opposition opposes you? 

(03:14) What would you say is the ultimate purpose of the emergency? 

(05:10) Madame, tell me, how is it possible that the imprisonment of thousands of people who opposed you and your government  that this in the 

end will make Indian democracy stronger? 

(06:40) Could you tell me, how many political prisoners are there in jail this month? 

(06:53) What do you mean when you say few? 

(07:09) But if you talk to the parties here in Delhi they say that very many of the leaders are still in prison 

(07:23) During this emergency you have put forward a twenty point programme, which are the most important reforms in this programme? 

(08:08) Which positive gains have you made on these points during the emergency? 

(08:53) You didn’t know about this? 

(08:58) When do you think and when do you expect that the emergency could be ended? 

(09:10 – 13) Why not? Do you think you will announce it in a near future …. 

(09:38) But there is still censorship of the press and so on 

(10:27) You say that you wanted press who writes in the interest of the country who should decide  what is in the interest of the country? 

(10:57) Are you satisfied with the parliamentary system you have in India today? 

(11:03) Could you point out which certain changes? 

(12.52) Indira is India and India is Indira by this slogan you were greeted by a congress party meeting recently, which part of the Indian society do you 

yourself identify with? 

(13:27) As the leader of six hundred million people in this country and a great part of them do rely upon you to solve the the big problems facing 

India, don’t you ever don’t you ever get overwhelmed by the heavy burden? 

(13:46) Would you say that you are one of the most powerful women in the world today? 

(14.22) Your father was prime  minister of India and when did you understand that you also should be a prime minister of India? 
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(14:33 – xx 15:03  ) How come? Why?  Have you ever during this, I guess it must be a tremendous strain, have you ever thought of stepping down? 

(15:49) Can your job as prime minister of India ever be finished? 

 

Clip 5: Nils-Petter Sundgren, (1978, October 15). John Cassavetes. Sveriges Television TV2 

(01.12) How did you decide to make it the fir- how did you get the first idea to make this film, you hadn’t you hadn’t done films before had you? 

(01.42) three years later? So how were you able to finance it, all through the money that you made as an actor? 

(02.17) At that time that was a very new way of making films wasn’t it?  

(02:27) How did you learn filmmaking? You had no definite theories or ideas about it before you came out and made it? 

(03:46) You have this remarkable gift of making people seem actors seem very natural very spontaneous in your films is this how you acquire it, 

acquire this quality? 

(04.51) So that’s how you made the film? Through [?] actors contribute with their own experience and knowledge 

(05:06) Did you have a better experience or time with this film than with the others? 

(05:33) What for? 

 

Clip 6: Rolf Söderberg (1978, October 29) Rapport med väder. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Asian man 

(27:41) Is that good or also for male sexual performance? 

(27:49) Can we trust you on that? 

 

Clip 7: Claes Elfsberg (1979, January 30). Dokument utifrån. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Israeli man 

(17:44) Well, if there will be peace can you use part of that money for for other things? 

Clip 8: Urban Lasson (1979, April 13). Vad är det som låter i biomörkret?  Sveriges Television TV1 – Interview with American Filmmakers 

(10:17) And they also make nice sounds in the projector, I mean dec dec dec dec 

(11:33) You make difference  between music and other sounds? 

(20:38) In what way do you collaborate with him? 

(31:32) What’s the big thing by using lower frequencies? 

(31:55) Do you think that’s it’s worth all this for the audience? 

(38:13) The sound of the city, a police car driving by what does that mean to you? 

(39:01) when you did New York new York, in  a way it was related to the big band era? 

(39:36) do you relate to the musical tradition in the states, the Gene Kelly and the … 

(41:12) Do you make a difference between music and other sounds 

(46:32) How did you work together with Herman? 

(48:33) Also,  some frames in taxi driver where just he just turns on the metre (.)it’s the sound of the that meter 

 

Clip 9:  Sven Anér & Bengt Feldreich (1971, August 4). Ettan gästar Marlene Dietrich. Sveriges Radio TV1 

(01:18 B) Very welcome to the Swedish television via Copenhagen and thanks for a wonderful show tonight  

(01:25 B) You’ve been here in Copenhagen for a fortnight and the audience is just been ooohh ho-how does it feel, how does it feel just now one 

hour after? 

(01:42 S) What are your next plans, is it London the first big thing you’re doing ? … That’s a special thing isn’t it , London? 

(02:05 S) Ah, would that be next year or this year? 

(02.10 B) You just sung Sentimental journey tonight, may I have a sentimental journey question back to you, eh, people say and we know that one 

director meant a lot to you, Joseph von Sternberg, and would you please tell us how it all began and how it was working with him? How did it began? 

(03:25?) You remember the sentence? 

(03:56B) you were still a student then? 

(04:50B) What did Jennings say? 

(04:56S) He changed his mind? 
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(04:58B) You had a fight with Jennings in the film? (???) Yes, in the role 

(05:14S) What did von Sternberg mean to you did he have the ability of getting everything out of you as an actress? 

(05:26S) All directors do? 

(05:43S) You made six films in America with von Sternberg which was the best of these six? 

(06:04B) I have a quotation here from one of the many experts who’ve been analyzing you and it says: von Sternberg knew how to tap her apparently 

inexhaustable ability for hard work ? was that poetry? Is it true?  

(06:37S) At the time both Uffa and Paramount wanted you, why did Paramount win? 

(06:50S) Well there was a contract on its way … 

(07:08B) Did that hurt you? 

(07:17S) Blue Angel, when you had that success when did you know about it, in the morning after 

(08:03S) I remember it, in Stockholm, I saw you on the posters …. That’s what I mean, they must have done them very soon  after … 

(08:26B) Sternberg did? 

(08:29S) This your leaving Berlin on the very same night of your premiere was that sort of a gesture  … just happened? The boat happened to leave …  

(08:52S) And now as a German girl you were in Hollywood, can you give us Hollywood in a nutshell, the way it appeared to you at the time? 

(09:26S) Where did you live during the first parts … from the start? 

(10:00B) Which actors from that period do you remember best? Actresses or actors, from the early Hollywood period 

(10:30S) Immediately after they had started, yes  

(10:35B) You mention Garbo ’cause talking to Swedish audience , the Swedish audience would like to know, were you competitors? 

(10:47B) Is that true? 

(11:03B) Did you, did you know her? You didn’t meet her? 

(11:10S) Ever? I mean, at a ball or something? 

(11:21B) People say that Hollywood used to recreate persons, I mean, people coming to Hollywood they were, in a way, made to fit in a certain 

pattern, is that true? 

(11:57S) But Sternberg did this to you? 

(12:11S) Was he a brilliant man? 

(12:15B) You said: I’ll never, I won’t do any films without Sternberg, you said, after the first one  

(12:38S) Then you went back to Sternberg  

(12:47B) But, we shouldn’t forget that the Germans have asked you to come back then afterwards, after all those successes you had offers from from 

Berlin, didn’t you, yes and what happened to those? 

(13:11B) Really, what were the offers, could you could you quote them? 

(13:22S) You went to, sorry, you went to England and stayed before the war, ’37-’38 something like that 

(13:57B) We’ve seen pictures from those army years, they seem to be a sort of fantastic era 

(14:10S) You were in Africa, you were in Greenland you were all over  

(15:30S) How did you live, as a soldier? you had no grade? 

(15:54S) You were the German-born American citizen? 

(16:10S) Did they keep it a secret where you were, ’cause they couldn’t  … oooh, they did 

(16:21B) Then you, after the war, you went on filming , eh was it a new atmosphere, how was it working … 

(16:49S) And then around say ’57’58 you took this almost full step from the screen to a stage like this, this must have been a very serious and 

important decision for  

(17:13S) Who asked you first? 

(17:40B) Isn’t that, you said I wasn’t singing any any big serious songs, isn’t that enough? Isn’t that big artistery? 

(18:05S) Does Burt Becker come into that picture? Yes, but I mean, he is in the picture of you as a stage artist. All the songs we heard tonight?  

(18:26B) You have met so many different publics all over the world, you’ve been travelling the worlds greatest cities, which public do you like best? 

(18:54SB)When you come to Kiruna they all keep circle … (?) 

(19:44S) Russia, Poland, could you specify what was the reaction there 

(20:58B) You’d love going back there? 
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(21:06S) Sorry, what about Germany? 

(21:13S) Were you unhappy with the audience or …? 

(21:27S) I’ve noticed many Germans here outside the tivoli, they come and speak to you they want to… 

(21:36B) Have you many friends in Sweden? Any personal or more intimate friends .. 

(22:00 B) You’d like to work with him? Why? 

(22:14S) You mean in plain words you wouldn’t be good enough or  

(22:33B) What do you think of his films? 

(22:39S) You’re very humble Mrs. Ms Dietrich when you speak about Ingmar Bergman 

(22:45S) Which are your other good qualities 

(23:07B) Are you ever impatient? Just now for example? 

(23:36S) Name a director who knows his job, who is your favourite director? 

(23:54S) Lots of humor? 

(24:02B) Is he also your favourite actor? 

(24:36B) What could be the reasons, don’t they learn don’t they work … 

(25:04S) As a ten-year-old Berlin girl you must have had dreams and ambitions, have these dreams come true and the ambition been fulfilled? As a 

child I mean 

(25:22S) Duty to your parents or duty to your school etc.  

(25:35S) A very German bringing-up would you say, or  

(25:46B) When you were at home you learned apparently working discipline, I mean to to  

(26:00 S) Who was? mother or father were important or 

(26:21S) Does that mean you never sat down in a corner and cried 

(26:31S) what you make your homes are, is it mainly Paris or mainly New York 

(26:39S) About France there is  a special way don’t you 

(26:52S) You speak French as good as … 

(27:18B) To conclude, what makes you tick miss Dietrich, is it work, money or leisure or what makes you going? 

(27:33B) What make you tick, I mean, get going? Feel now, I like to do this 

(27:47B) Don’t you have to have inspiration? 

(28: 19B) Thank you very much for coming to us on the on behalf of the Swedish television, thank you miss Diethrich 

(28:25S) thank you very much indeed  

 

Clip 10: Knut Ståhlberg (1974, October 5). Portugal efter revolutionen 1974. Sveriges Radio TV1 – Interview with Portugese politician 

(00.44) what do you think of the communist fear, and the fear that the communist aren’t really going to take over? 

(01:48) But what do you think about the future of the non-communists and non-lefty’s party? 

 

Clip 11: Henry Christensson (1975, April 11). Det nya Portugal. Sveriges Radio TV1 – Interview with Portugese politician 

(10.26) There are so many parties disappearing from the scene, I mean from .. 

(12:18) But I saw that your car was blown up a few weeks ago 

(12:51) Will the outcome be the same in Portugal as in Eastern Europe 

(13:52) There have been many attacks especially on your party at election meetings or in various parts of the country, do you think that you have a 

chance still to operate freely in the months ahead before the elections? 

(17:47) Do you have many women in the communist party in Portugal?  

(17:54) Which party do you think will win the election? Which party, the communist party? 

(25:28) And you opened this home just a week ago? 

(25:35) Who owned this club before? 

(28:10) What is again the mood now among intellectuals in Portugal, I mean, do they still feel free to to write what they want? 

(30:20) Does it need a fast process or can you do it slowly? 
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(33:00) Do you think we can call it a free election or what? What shall we call it? Conscience? Attitude? Pluralistic? 

 

Clip 12: Agneta Ekmanner (1978, November 11). Nattugglan. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Peter Ustinov 

(02:26) No, that’s right, I agree. But …, yes, but anyhow, all people tells me, well, you have to look at your nineteen years, well I’m forty almost  and  

I’m glad to be forty and I want to look as if I were forty  

(02:44) Are you that old, no I don’t think so 

(03:40) That’s ridiculous 

(04:55) It’s an odd sign for a society when you can’t take old people, when you can’t take the fact that you’re growing older  

(04:17) Similar to the children? 

(06:51) Do you think that that’s has something to do with that the children and the old people know how  they are? As an adult you’re struggling 

everything as you the economy, your career and your your own opinions who you ought to be and the things you ought to do and  

(07:32) you travel a lot, you told me just now that you made this for Unicef and you are now in Copenhagen and a week ago you were in England and 

you you live in France or in Suisse and you’re travelling all over the world. You have always done that, haven’t you? Traveled a lot? 

(08:34) you are a cosmopolite, yes you are, you’ve been to Sweden. What do you think about it? 

(08:48) Formal?  

(09:33) Very dark 

(14:51) In order to get totally nude or something, well that’s good. Oh goodness, how do you have time for all this? I mean, no, I don’t mean that, 

you travel a lot and you’re an actor, you’re writing books, short novels, novels you you’re a theatre director an opera director a film director, and 

you’re working for Unicef and you’ve been rector to a university I mean I’ve never met a person that’s so many sided as you are and that time 

Well, that’s a gift 

(16:51) Oh I see it’s a bit different there 

(17:48) That’s right 

(18:12) But that was because of the, that the student became more radical during the sixties  

(18:32) But you were standing there and you had a good contact with them and could could for example, what shall I say, ehh tell that education can 

be also something you you learn to learn yourself and not only to express political sentences  

(19:30) That’s right, I see what you mean 

(19:56) But, when I think of your versitality, I think it’s a trend today that you should be, a society call for specialization and experts just on one thing. 

If you’re an author stay with your book and if you’re an actor stay on stage and so on. So I think, exactly what you said about the university now, 

could it be made suspicious by people, because they think that you now make a pronounce about something you don’t know, because you’re an 

actor. What do you feel about that? Do you have this opinion from people you meet, that you sort of a charlatan  

(22:13) But you are an expert, an expert in imitation. When did you find you had that gift? I mean suddenly one day when you was young, how was 

it? 

(22:40) I must say  

(23:00) but yet, I remember a sentence you wrote in your book, dear me, no please, no it was something about the danger of imitation, you said 

something about that you had such a great sensibility for that so you were afraid that you could be prone to unconscious influence of others, so that 

your work could be more eclective or something, eclectic  

(23:42) Because I mean it could be eating on your own creativity, perhaps, I don’t know  

(24:42) I think you made that part very well, especially one, meaning I liked your, the way you transformed your body in a special way, you were so 

composed as a figure, as Hercule Poirot is very, you know, terribly, oh, master of compostness or what? Well, I don’t know, I have one question: 

which animal do you dislike the most? 

(26:03) Oh, that’s good, oh good, yeah 

(26:22) No, you could love each other  

(26:25) Do you know why I asked you? Because you told me, when we met the other day that Alec Guinness always started his working with part 

with going to zoo, you tell me  

(27:29) I see what you mean, but it’s a good way for an actor to take care of all the body when you’re working, it is.  

(27:45) But that was what I liked with Hercule Poirot, you were so, you really transformed your body, I think that’s amazing  
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(29:30) Not that dramatically, no that’s right  

(30:26) And you think it’s much too introspective, or what you call it? 

(31:37) That’s clear enough anyhow, oh well that’s good, well I think it’s says well what you think, but I think perhaps say that if you’re a film actor 

the Method can be good, for example for Marlon Brando or something like that, no, I know  

(32:46) I agree 

(34:29) That’s right I have to get in touch with you 

(34:33) I think it’s very good what you said and I perhaps feel, I feel myself that perhaps it’s time to to create new frames for theatre acting, just  

(34:57) No, that’s right  

(35:09) No, that’s right! That’s right, it’s not more true because you mutter it. That’s right, I agree  

(35:21) Well, well, I have so much I would like to ask you, I can’t really compose, I look in my paper here, one, oh I know one thing: you met, you told 

me about the story about Laurence Olivier you made then Spartacus and you met Charles Laughton which I like very much, how was it to work with 

him? 

(38:05) And a new way of pronounce your name 

(38:09) Well you have really seen all the elephant dance, you also worked with Humphrey Bogart I remember in that film I liked so much ’We are no 

angels’, do you remember that  

(38:22) So you were so warm and generous people, person and you’re travelling a lot and you meeting many many people and you influence them, 

very much, yes certainly you do. But I wonder, you never use it politically  

(39:31) Yes, I remember one thing, I’m sorry I’m interrupted you but I really remember you took very clear political state in the matter of McCarthy  

(40:30) Yes, you were 

(40:35) No, I think it was … 

(40:42) That’s right, But I read in your book, that, you wrote about your father and you said he was so, sympathetic, so gay, so splendid entertainer 

when the guests were there, but when the last guest closed the door the show was over and he was another person. What are you when the last 

guest close the door? 

(42:50) So your mother was  

(43:15) Oh, I see what you mean, oh yes  

(43:55) Do you have time to meet them? Well, I am I’m actor too and I have really bad conscience because I seem to have little too little time to meet 

my children as much as I want to. Don’t you fell that? That’s stupid  

(42:23) I am arriving  

(44:32) You have them spread out  

(44:55) Yes you support them, well, I see what you mean. You said once that laughter, laughter that’s the most, what you said, human music in your 

ear or something like that 

(46:08) Yes, a little boring, mm that’s right. But you love other music too, you love opera. But not opera in special, oh that’s right  

(46:45) It’s difficult but it’s a lovely art, I like opera very much  

(46:52) Oh, I remember I have a disc at home where you really concentrate Mozart in a small piece of music, I don’t remember it – that ’s right, ohh 

(mock of Mozart ?), that’s more Mozart than even Mozart  

(46:20) I bet you didn’t, I’m glad you’re here  

(46:26) well, thank you very much  

 

Clip 13 Bo Holmqvist (1979, June 5) Utrikes affärer. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Sia Uil and Dalai Lama 

(02:18) Mr. president, the trial and execution of Mr. Ali Bhutto has given rise to sharp criticism in the Western world, several heads of state, several 

religious leaders including the pope and moral authorities have written to you and asked you to spare Mr. Bhutto’s life, now you chose not to do so, 

why? 

(03:22) Did you open these letters? 

(03:27) and it didn’t have any bearing on your decision? 

(04:12) Mr. President you knew Ali Bhutto quite well and he must certainly have had great esteem for you since he selected you as chief of staff. 

Now, what did you think of the man and of the political leader? 
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(05:00) Now, Ali Bhutto refused to ask for mercy, and he claimed the very foot of his scaffold that he was innocent, would you have granted him 

presidential mercy if he’d asked for it? 

(06:22) Mr. president your enemies claim that Bhutto was executed because you wanted to break the left-winged position in Pakistan, but are you 

not afraid that the shadow of Mr. Bhutto will hang for a long time over the political scene in Pakistan? 

(second part with Dalai Lama) 

(21:51) You will not return? Under the present offer of the Chinese? 

(25:31) Don’t you think socialism was the only way to pull Tibet out of that backwardness? 

(26:07) And you have said somewhere that at one time you contemplated upon becoming a communist and launching Tibet into a socialist 

adventure, is it true? 

 

Clip 14: Christer Peterson (1978, November 28). Dokument utifrån. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Milton Freeman 

(07:07) But that is that is also what the united nations is doing now, let’s look at Namibia, they’re happy as long as they get a some kind of free 

election there? 

(10:28) professor Friedman, could you tell me a little about, little bit about the economic scene in Japan for the moment, they seem to be in trouble? 

(12:35) do you think they have a chance to reach to goal of a growth of seven percent this year that Prime Minister Fukuda promised in the summit 

economic meeting this summer? 

(14:15) I see, do you the them in a crossroad for the moment? For the first time the unemployment rate is growing fairly rapidly inside the country 

now 

(15:01) If you look what happened quite recently the peace and friendship treaty with mainland China as an opening up of trade and economic and 

political links with China, do you see that as a great potential 

(16:42) yes it’s, because it’s just lately you see signs that they are wanting to get western technology, Japanese technology, they want to start trade 

anyway, they want to open up their vast country  

(17:42) I see, Professor Friedman what is your impression of the economic potential and economic future of a number of fast growing countries in 

the east Asia?  

(24:18) Someone told me that manufacturing and the wealth will go east, do you see in the future that these east Asian countries will sort of 

overtake the old industrialized world in the west? 

(25:55) yeah, have you got any solutions, any ideas? 

(28:48) So what is the reason, what is your explanation? 

(30:16) Yes, but Professor Friedman, isn’t this free economy free trade economy and the possibilities to toto get the enormous profit if you’re 

successful, isn’t that leading to unacceptable unequalities in income distribution? 

(33:05) At last, professor Friedman, your advice on lesser governmental taxes, lesser government interference and releasing of the free initiative of 

the individual, do you see that as a possibility, or are you optimistic that that kind of policy will be reintroduced in the Western world, in the United 

states, in Western Europe, in Sweden or Great Britain or France or whatever country there is? 

(35:54) But isn’t there a risk between the official figure and the people large number of people are trying to avoid government interference and avoid 

tax, there is a wide gap between the official line and the morale of the people?  

 

Clip 15: Tomas Hammarberg (1978, July 25) Yrke: Bödel. Sveriges Television TV2: Interview with northern English man 

(04:21) In your book you describe the tools for that? What, what could you describe that to us? 

(08:40) So to decide upon the drop that is a main qualification of – 

(09:24) From the first … 

(10:01) What do you think about the electric chair or the guillotine? 

(10:31) And that would go for the electrical chair too? 

(15:19) Did you ever have a feeling that maybe the court made a mistake? 

(15:45) has there been a case when afterwards there had been discussion whether the ?  

 

Clip 16: Åke Ortmark (1979, February 14). Aktuellt frågar. Sveriges Television TV1 – Interview with General Haig 
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(00:44) Well, General Haig you said some years ago with reference to the Russian military buildup that we’re getting to the fine edge of disaster. 

Would you say that we are still approaching this fine edge today?  

(01:19) but is it true that the military balance is shifting to the advantage of the Soviet Union? 

(05:42) but would it be possible for the west to defend itself against a Warsaw pact attack without access to nuclear weapons? 

(06:09) and it follows from that logical [evan??] that a good defense of the west would require the use of nuclear weapons? 

(07:12) But is it really very likely that you will get the time to get the reinforcements then, I think a colleague of yours American general Keagan said 

that the Russians will run over us in 36 hours. 

(08:03) Would you say that the Russians are kept from expanding because of the military power of NATO? 

(08:52) But it would be interesting to have some idea of your of your thoughts in this respect to what extent are the Russians, so to speak, 

’aggressive’. 

(09:18) It’s the same thing in the West isn’t it? 

(10:35) Is it possible that the Russians are simply afraid, I mean the Chinese leaders for instance were talking about the possibility of an alliance 

between US and China, Japan and Western Europe and this would mean that Soviet Russia would be completely encircled and perhaps engulfed? 

(11:32) Couldn’t it be a way to get out of the encirclement? 

(14:40) I see, have you had any opportunity at studying Swedish troops, the Swedish defense? 

(15:07) I wonder if the Swedish defense has any weak points from your point of view? 

(15:17) No, it’s never happened in fact! No, many other things but never lack of persistency! Would it be a good thing for the defence of the West if 

Sweden had nuclear weapons? 

(15:40) Well, the reason for me to ask these questions of course is the importance of Sweden in the northern flank and in northern Europe and some 

people have told me that the strategy of NATO is really based on the assumption that Sweden will take care of great part of the defence of the 

northern flank. What are your comments to this? 

(17:02) Is it natural for you to see Sweden in, so to speak, in the western camp, because of our cultural and political ties with the west? 

(17:50) Yes, and then perhaps it is also natural to expect that Sweden would accept the task of defending her own family, so to speak  

(20:00) I am wondering whether a soldier always is prone to feel that or to act and talk as if war is very likely and there is a threat, so to speak, is that 

sort of a professional deformation? 

(20:50) I can’t help getting a feeling sometimes that perhaps you are a bit afraid of disarmament or detone if I may say so, you have been warning us 

about the improvement in the diplomatic climate earlier because it tended to obscure the implications of the developing military imbalance. Well, 

this means that good diplomatic relations with the Russians could be dangerous? 

(21:53) Well, given this background of mutual distrust is there any real possibility of a disarmament? 

(23:57) I am trying to understand psychologically what makes a soldier so to speak. Could it be possible with a part of his personality a soldier wants 

war because war is where real test of his professional skill? 

 

Clip 17: Kåre Nyblom (1978, November 19). Aktuellt frågar Anwar Sadat. Sveriges Television TV1 

(04:53) But you’re mentioning representatives of the Palestinians but you don’t mention the PLO the Palestine liberation organization and many 

people consider that they’re the only representative the only feasible political entity, organization that could represent the Palestinians 

(13:08) But some people don’t consider it as democracy, I mean the people here, people in in your opposition , who think you, who might even call 

you a dictator  

(14:55) But you’re saying, you’re creating the opposition, but it’s not the same thing as a spontaneous opposition? 

(17:28) But there has been much discussion about your peace initiative about the way you have been carrying out the negotiations  

(19:29) Yes, but you know you’re receiving quite substantial aid from Saudi Arabia from Emirates, aren’t you? I mean, they could withdraw that and 

then where are, where  

(20:32) Yes, yes but let’s say you lose those millions from these particular states, you might receive it very well from the United states 

(25:28) Yes but now we have the situation for Egypt, grave economic situation and doesn’t that actually mean that you don’t have any alternative to 

peace actually? You couldn’t go to war anymore, you don’t have that optional 

(26:21) Yes, about the present economic situation, you don’t have the option of going to war anymore, I mean you need peace 
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(27:28) this war, you declared in your writing that you’re a man of love, you’ve been, you’re admired now as a man of peace, but now five years ago 

you started a war, you gave the orders that to kill thousands of people, I mean what was it really worth all this, all this suffering to to get where we 

are now? 

(27:07) A peace initiative? 

(28:17) But why was it necessary to go to war? 

(30:00) Mr. President you have personally meant very much for the steps toward peace here in the middle east, but we’re all human beings. And 

what will happen when you’re not, no longer ruling Egypt.  

 

1980s 

Clip 18: Urban Lasson (1981, September 17). Londonpop: Toyah på Rainbow Theatre. Sveriges Television TV1  

(02:21) What’s your main goal? What do you want to achieve? 

(03:01) Is Toyah about desperation? 

(05:06) what does your costume reflect? 

 

Clip 19: Rebecca De Ruvo (1988, January 29). Druvan. Sveriges Television TV1 – Interviews with American and British pop-singers 

(01:02:05) Does your life style mean that you’re lonely sometimes? 

(01:02:34) When did you start to sing? 

(01:02:54) Did you always want to make a living out of music? 

(01:03:02) Do you think of yourself as a star? 

(01:03:30) Do you find that people treat you differently now? 

(01:03:47) If you weren’t a pop star what would you do? 

(01:04:06) Do you do your own clothes then? 

(01:04:13) And that’s what you want to do in ten years time then? 

(01:04:18) What’s the most sensual thing you know? 

(01:11:01) What do you do when you want to go wild? Where? 

(01:11:39) So you enjoy it? 

(01:11:44) Thank you very much, I really would like to know what that something is? 

(01:11:50) What do you do when you want to go wild? Pardon? 

(01:11:58) So what kind of parties do you go to? Ok, thank you very much! 

(01:26:14) Hello Rick, how are you today? 

(01:26:17) Can you tell us how you got discovered? 

(01:26:46) Can you tell me a bit about your relationship with them? 

(01:27:41) What was the first record you ever bought? 

(01:31:30) I know that you’ve been in Sweden recently, what do you think about it? 

(01:32:11) How did you feel when you got to number one? 

(01:32:51) Tell me three things that you really like about yourself? 

(01:33:53) you still got your girlfriend at home, is it going to last or is there temptations? 

(01:34:44) What’s the most sensual thing you know? 

(01:35:03) Right now I think you’re pretty sensual, sitting here having a candle lit dinner, it’s not every day. Oysters is nice isn’t it? Sensual. Grapes?  

 

Clip 20 ? (1988, June 11). Aktuellt lördag. Sveriges Television TV1 – Interview with American scientist 

 (01:04:09)  There is no vaccine that works? 

(01:04:44) You think that will be possible? 

 

Clip 21: Agneta Bolme Börjefors (1988, June 11) Intervju med Peter Richardson. Sveriges Television TV1 
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(02:13:07) When did you think of this idea to do a comic about something very serious like the Strike, I mean how how  

(02:13:51) It was very successful in England when it (?) 

(02:15:54) How did you start? 

(02:16:13) I know his name, yes 

(02:16:33) how many years ago is that? 

(02:16:38) Five, six years ago. Six years ago right 

(02:16:48) And from that on you, it was acting and  

(02:16:54) And how did you find, when did you meet the group, I mean, when did you get it all together and starting working together? 

(02:17:44) All on channel four? 

 

Clip 22: Åke Ortmark  (1981, November 29). Aktuellt frågar: George F. Kennan – en amerikansk diplomat och sovjetkännare. Sveriges Television 

TV1 

(04:15) What would you say is the main source the threat to peace today. Is it the tension between the superpowers or is it the risk of a local war 

started somewhere developing into a greater war?  

(05:28) You say that the danger of a nuclear war is increasing? 

(09:13) One problem could be, some people say that their attitude is a bit one sided 

(09:42) You have put forward what you call a ’Modest proposal’ aiming at a fifty percent reduction of nuclear weapons on both sides, it sounds very 

optimistic. Is it really a constructive, realistic proposal? 

(11:11) But you have told yourself so eloquently about all the difficulties in reaching a disarmament of the distrust between the superpowers et 

cetera and this tragic atmosphere, is it really possible in such an atmosphere to reach a 50 percent reduction?  

 

Clip 23:  Stig Fredriksson (1981, October 17). Aktuellt frågar. Sveriges Television TV1 – Interview with Caspar Weinberg 

(01:23) Mr. Secretary, why is Sweden and Sweden’s defense interesting to you and to the United states right now? 

(02:03) Is there any special message you want to bring to the Swedes? 

(02:26) Have you been able to give Sweden any assurances on delivers of American parts to future Swedish fighter planes? 

(03:21) That means you don’t have any doubts about Sweden’s neutrality? 

(03:47) General Rogers of NATO has said that he looks upon Sweden as an important part of the defense of Northern Europe, as a defence shield. Is 

that how you look at it? 

(04:22) But still, Sweden is a neutral country 

(05:20) But still, how do you look upon Sweden’s position, is it a part of the Western family? 

(06:35) The official Swedish position is that a strong Swedish defense also helps to maintain the Nordic balance, do you feel there is a Nordic balance, 

is it threatened?  

(07:12) And you haven’t seen any or have you seen any signs that Sweden’s  defence capacity has diminished; there have been defence spendings 

cuts over the last few years 

(07:39) There are people who say that the decision to preposition NATO weapons, ammunition in Norway would never have taken place if Sweden 

had kept up its defence  spendings and  thereby its defence capacity 

(07:55) So this reason, the decision about Norway has other reasons? 

(08:16) How do you look upon the nuclear free zone? Would the establishment of such a zone endanger the Nordic balance or stabilize it or 

destabilize it? 

(08:46) Including the Nordic countries? 

(09:09) A nuclear free zone is something which is very strongly advocated by the peace movement we also have a peace movement in Sweden. Do 

you see any acceptable or positive features in this peace movement in Western Europe? 

(10:50) But you believe in constructive results on the TNF talks? Is there a basis to agree? 

(11:32) But do you think you can force them to concessions by arming so much yourselves that they cannot afford to keep up? 

(12:35) But I’d like to ask you because as it is today both superpowers blame the other one for the arms race, they say ’he arms, therefore we must 

follow’. Whom are we to believe? 
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(14:01) And finally what conclusions do you think that Sweden should draw from this picture that you paint? 

(14:29) And that is kept up today you think 

(14:50) Thank you Mr. Secretary  

 

Clip 24: Sune Kempe & Stig Fredriksson (1980, August 17). Aktuellt frågar Lord Carrington. Sveriges Television TV1 

(1:36) Were you sure of the success when the talk started (SF) 

(2:21) Yes, but but was it important that it was a conservative government that brought about this solution, and and succeeded where a labour 

government had failed? Did that give you more credibility on both sides  (SF) 

(3:10) The foreign offices has been accused of telephone tapping the delegation during the Lancaster House talks, that you knew beforehand every 

move that patriotic front leaders would do (SK) … 

(4:30) Often in Zimbabwe it’s said that the world’s attention is drawn to South Africa, do you see any prospects for a similar positive development in 

South Africa? (SK) 

(5:50) When do you think there will be majority rule in South Africa? (SK) 

(6:10) But Mr. Mugabe has been very pragmatic, very patient, he hasn’t broken off any relations with South Africa, do you think that will make an 

impression on them? (SF) 

(6:43) But this year’s development in South Africa is not encouraging (SF) 

(7:24) Can Britain in any way assist in bringing about a peaceful settlement in South Africa, I mean to avoid civil war for instance? (SK) 

(8:28) But still the recent developments seems to indicate that both the black community and the coloured community are getting more and more 

disappointed in South Africa (SF) 

(9:9) If we leave the southern African problems and turn to the middle east, how do you look upon the crisis, the chances for a solution. How far is 

the British government prepared to go to bring Palestinians into peace negotiations? (SF) 

(10:41) But because of the presidential elections in the united states does western Europe have a role to play? (SF) 

(11:35) Do you resemble see [??] a Palestinian state border to border with Israel? (SK) 

(12:19) But for the moment everything seems rather static, I mean if there is a European initiative then it’s vetoed by the united states in the security 

council and the Venice-initiative was turned down by both sides saying that it was not enough for the Palestinians and it was too much for Israel? (SF) 

(13:23) You mentioned Afghanistan earlier, what does Afghanistan mean to you, was it the first step in a major soviet thrust to the warm season to 

the Persian gulf oil fields? (SF) 

(14:49) Could your own plan for a solution be a basis for a settlement and give for example the Soviets a chance to withdraw  without losing their 

face? (SK) 

(15:58) In the overall perspective, was this an example of soviet expansionism, would you say that the Soviet Union is carrying on an aggressive 

foreign policy? (SF) 

(17:25) But this sounds almost like the scenario as painted by the Chinese, they say that the soviets are trying to get strong holds in Africa, near the 

Indian ocean near the Persian gulf and in South East Asia to be able to strangle Western Europe from back? (SF) 

(18:38) How do you meet the soviet military threat against western Europe? (SF) 

(19:36) What conclusions do you draw for Britain from the way these the west relations look today, what about your relation with the United States 

for instance? (SK) 

(20:47)Do you feel that the United Kingdom is more forced today to align with the United States than before, due to the international crisis? (SK) 

(21:46) How do you see the United states developing, some people say that the United States is withdrawing more and more into itself, it also gets 

other interests, I mean: in the Indian Ocean and the Persian gulf and may become less interested in defending Western Europe (SF) 

(22:51) But is the American umbrella over Western Europe as strong as it was before? (SF) 

(23:05) But what do you think the effect would be in American-European relations if Ronald Reagan is elected President? (SK) 

(23:46) but does that mean that it doesn’t matter who is elected president in the United States? (SK) 

(23:58) My lord Carrington, we thank you, let’s just finish by asking you what do you expect from your visit to Sweden? (SF) 

 

Clip 25: Per Falkman (1981, September 6). Dick Cavett på besök. Sveriges Television TV1 

(00:0) Do you let people under your skin? 
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(0:14) Do you try to keep them out? Do! 

(00:44) Ehh, sometimes it seems that you need not give the true and deep answer because you can always say something very witty and slip aside. 

(01:07) Don’t try and, to convince me  

(03:32) And not listening when other people talk 

(03:53) He was right at the time? 

(04:01) But you didn’t feel average as a kid? 

(04:32) According to your mother’s diary you started acting when you were four months eeeh, how come you left the acting business 

(04:45) Noo, you didn’t 

(05:10) But not pure acting, is it? 

(05:20) You don’t need to be curious? 

(05:35) No, you do two hundred shows a year. It can’t be possible to be curious two hundred times a year 

(05:52) When was that? 

(05:59) When you talk to someone who is psychotic in some way you have to get into contact with that person , you have to turn in to his mind in a 

way. Do you think that is important also when you do interviews? To turn into the interviewees mind? 

(06:49) No I noticed when I see your programs that its more of conversation  

(07:30) Is that your private idea of a talk show or is it based on that from the beginning it was a commercial thing ’Dick Cavett is a great interviewer 

and should take big part in the interview, in the talk show’. 

(08:07) I know! It is? 

(08:39) When you do the asking, you sometimes, I know you’re well prepared and always and you have a good staff and so forth but sometimes you 

seem a bit dizzy and talk and think ’where were I’ and so forth, is that acting or are you cold as a surgeon when you  

(09:56) that’s why I stopped, that’s  why I stopped reading your book after about 100 pages, because …no, yeah! It’s a good book but I found that I 

lost my curiosity on you, because it tells me everything about you 

(12:32) Did you hate her because she was right? 

(13:10) So you were not lazy? It’s smart to be not can be beat up (??) 

(13:24) You’re talking too fast, that’s my next question, no I was gonna ask you about if you’re working up to your ability right now 

(13:35) Today, this year  

(14:45) Are you jealous? 

(14:52) No, of course not 

(15:21) I know that you’re a good magician. And I myself I’m fascinated by magician, it’s sort of a symbol for the fascinating, I don’t know what I’m 

gonna ask about this, could you give me a hand? 

(16:19) You were thinking of becoming a magician fulltime magician work 

(16:42) You say in your book that you’re a pessimist, I don’t believe you. What do you mean by that? 

(16:58) That doesn’t go with the rest of the character I figure out of you 

(17:25) Where do you think this comes from? This pessimistic  

(17:32) How are your under legs right now? How are your under legs right now? Are they nervous? 

(17:45) Both 

(18:14) If you work up to your ability  

(18:26) You seem to be learned, you seem to like to learn things 

(19:17) But still you like to learn things (?) 

(19:26) Somebody told me that I have the mind for useless information, do you have a mind for useful information? 

(19:59) I don’t know what a shibboleth … 

(21:11) you enjoy knowing this, and you enjoy telling me this  

(21:19) This is fascinating  

(21:27) You know that you’re a good interviewer, does that give you a pressure on that you sort of feel, I gotta be better today than than yesterday 

and even better tomorrow  

(21:51) is it heavy? 
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(22:31) Do you feel anxiou .. anxiety before a show or a couple of hours after the show when you’ve done a good job ’can I be as good tomorrow as 

I’ve been today´? No, never? 

(22:46) When do you enjoy ,,.  

(23:05) I saw that the governor of Georgia left the studio to  … 

(23:37) When do you enjoy your work at most? At what point? 

(23:42) In the middle of a show, getting contact or what? 

(23:59) Like for instance … 

(24:52) What’s the next step of your career? 

(24:57) what do you dream of? 

(25:10) Well, but when you’re about to fall asleep in the night you think of the future and so forth, what do you dream of? 

(25:28) For instance? 

(25:45) Are you feeling all right? Are you happy? Are you happy? Yeah? 

(26:02) I won’t keep you a minute, thank you very much for coming, it’s been a … 

 

Clip 26: Nils-Petter Sundgren. (1981, May 18 [recorded in the early ‘70s]). Nils-Petter intervjuar Dalton Trumb. Sveriges Television TV2 

(8:16) Now when you think of these thirteen years and this one year in prison, what are your feelings about this thing, so many years after, are you 

bitter about this thing? Can you see it from a some philosophical angle? 

(8:39) What for? 

(8:48) What do you feel about those who didn’t do what you did? 

(8:53) What do you feel about them, many consented right? 

(10:27) Tell me, what were your political sympathies at that time? In the forty’s? 

(10:30) You didn’t want to ask … you didn’t want to answer to the senator’s committee, I know, could you answer it now? 

(12:37) How was jail? 

(13:43) It’s a Jew 

(14:12) Did you become friends? 

(16:21) You haven’t heard of him since? 

(16:27) but then you came out of jail, then what happened? 

(20:25) So you could work all the time? All the spite? 

(20:32) So it wasn’t entirely a negative experience these years of yours? 

(21:27) Now you were talking about Spartacus, ah, that is in disguise a political film isn’t it? 

(21:35) It’s about the uprising of the slaves in Rome and so what would you say the political implications are in that film? 

(22:10) Quite recently actually I was in Hungary and what they are doing now when they want to comment upon the present political reality is they 

make films about the past, like the 19-th century. Oh when you were commenting upon, let’s say contemporary society you were making a film 

about ancient Rome. Isn’t that quite interesting? 

(22:40) Two kinds of oppression in a way? 

(23:45) So when you were doing for instance ’The fixer’ which is a story about tsarist Russia it has connotations to contemporary … 

(25:43) Have you had any sympathies from Russia during your hard years? 

(26:23) Did it make you happy? 

(26:54) Was Pasternak among them? 

(27:58) After your return, your official return to Hollywood you have become a, once more, you have become a very successful screenwriter. Could 

you say, how much do you earn for every manuscript you write? 

(28:23) Yes you have, but not on the record, or is it a secret? 

(28:44) How much is it? 

(28:46) Why not? Why are you not worth it?  

(29:42) Is this your way of getting back? 
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Clip 27: Olle Stenholm (1982, May 6). Mr. President. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Jimmy Carter 

(03:57) Well, Mr. President, does it still hurt? 

(03:59) How long did it hurt? 

(04:56) Such as? 

(06:21) How do you explain that you lost against President Reagan? 

(07:43) So you wouldn’t want to see the election result as a verdict of your whole administration? 

(08:00) What’s the main difference between President Reagan’s administration and yours Mr President? 

(09:56) But do you think that President Reagan is entirely to blame for the economic situation in the United states today and his polices? 

(12:08) So you see Ronald Reagan as an over turner of tables or a ball in a china shop? 

(12:59) In economic policy Reagan was elected on a promise, partly was elected on a promise to balance the budget. Well, you promised exactly the 

same thing when you were elected so is it unfair for an outside observer to ask whether the difference IS that great really between him and you? 

(18:37) Why did the senate never ratify the SALT II agreement? 

(19:37) But wasn’t it very questionable, even before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan whether the SALT II treaty would be ratified? 

(19:45) you were? 

(19:47) Now, do you think that the Reagan administration can negotiate a better SALT II agreement? 

(20:29) But if you think and hope that the Reagan administration can negotiate a better SALT II treaty, why couldn’t the Carter administration? 

(21: 26) What’s your opinion about the possibility of a limited nuclear war? 

(22:46) Do you think some of the pronouncements  made by officials of the present US administrations on limited nuclear war have been unwise? 

(23:59) Will the peace between Israel and Egypt hold Mr. President? 

(26:26) But excuse me, why are the Palestinians not committed to this formula? 

(27:52) But do you think that the Palestinian issue could be resolved without the creation of a Palestinian state? 

(30:30) Could the shah-regime have been rescued under any circumstances? 

(31:19) So why did you then support shah-regime politically to the bitter end? 

(32:17) But if the revolution was inevitable wouldn’t it have been more in the US national interest if the United states switched the legions and then 

tried to approach the new developing forces in Iran? 

(33:53) But you remain convinced that it was the Iranian situation and the hostage issue that forced you eventually out of the White House? 

(37:22) Wasn’t it difficult at all to leave what has been described as the most powerful office in the world and settle down in little Plains Georgia? 

(37:30) Not at all 

(37:36) You don’t miss power? 

(38:40) Is there anything at all that you miss from the presidential years? 

(39:05) Will you ever seek elected office again? 

(39:10) Whom would you like to see as democratic presidential candidate in 84? 

(39:18) And you think he will run? 

(39:39) So no doubt, when he announces you will support him and campaign for him? 

(39:47) Let me end this interview President Carter by asking you one question, one thing that I am really curious about since I worked as a 

correspondent in Washington from 76 to 79, basically the years you were president and that is, I read in the newspaper once that when you worked 

in your Oval office in the White house you used to play a record player and listen to music when you read your papers worked on your papers, what 

was your favourite recording what did you enjoy most  

(41: 22) And you’re not saying that only because you’re in a Nordic country now? 

(42:06) thank you very much president Carter  

 

Clip 28: Sune Kempe (1982, June 21). Margaret Thatcher intervjuas. Sveriges Television TV2 

(00:30) You must have been under tremendous strain during the conflict, were you at any time in doubt about the outcome?  

(01:58) What I think a lot of people wonder is did you really pursue all possible ways in finding a peaceful solution?  

(10:15) But all the same, there is widespread speculation that in the long run Argentina will get the island, what do you say to that? 

(12:24) What about Britain and the United states, has this conflict changed anything in the relations? 
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(19:22) The talks on Gibraltar were today postponed again, does it have any connection at all with the Falkland-crisis? 

(27:03) In this conflict Britons were killed with British weapons, would you now like to see more effective control of arms sales? 

(31:22) Do you feel tempted to call a snap election soon? 

 

Clip 29: Fredrik Belfrage & Ingvar Oldsberg (1982, July 12). World sportmasters 1982. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interviews with 

American/Canadian sportsmen 

(39:45) Well, Björn, you obviously took the wrong sport (FB) 

(39:59) So this is what you’ve been doing during the last couple of months (FB) 

(40:07) How come that a young guy like you can be so unpolite against the girls? (FB) 

(40:21) It wasn’t the third win for you against Vitas? (FB) 

(41:22) Yes, Vitas, what what do you say about this (IO)¨ 

(41:26) there was a competition a few seconds ago, I don’t know whether you know it or not? (IO) 

(41:41) Yeah, you’ve said before when I talk to you that he had thirty minutes but you had thirty seconds, is that correct? (IO)¨ 

(41:52) if Björn has chosen the wrong sport, you haven’t then to a same degree?  (IO) 

(42:04) And you obviously don’t like a girl jumping into the water as much as Björn does? (IO) 

(42:28) Ok, thank you (IO) 

(55:49) Well, Wayne Gretsky, why are you in such hurry? (FB) 

(55:55) It was tiring? (FB) 

(56:02) I think that you are almost faster without the skates than with the skates? (FB) 

(56:11) Satisfied with that one? (FB) 

(56:18) yeah I think we surprised all Canada that you were a fast guy (FB) 

(56:48) Now we’re sitting here together with Pelé and Frederic asked Wayne Gretsky why he was in such a hurry, and I would like to ask you why 

wasn’t you? (IO) 

(57:06) So if you had a ball then you had won the whole race? (IO) 

(57:11) As a player you were really very fast … (IO) 

(57:30) Ok, good luck in the future (IO) 

(57:47) Thank you Pele, you know this is really your second home country? (IO) 

(57:59) You feel like this is your second home country? (IO) 

(01:12:47) Well, Sugar Ray, where have you been during the competition so far, I haven’t seen you? (FB) 

(1:12:56) Are you out of shape at the moment? (FB) 

(1:13:01) Yeah, they really are, and I have something for you in my pocket and I know that you are tremendous good at it, here’s the rope, show us 

how to use it, please, Sugar Ray (FB) 

(1:23:55) Kevin Keagan just found a new game? (IO) 

(1:24:04) How come that you’re in such a good shape? (IO) 

(1:24:16) have you ever played it before? (IO) 

(1:24:25) What do you think about your chances in this tournament now? (IO) 

(1:24:43) Ok, thank you very much Kevin and good luck! (IO) 

(1:25:25) This is a ball for soccer and I hope you can handle this one better than the basket ball, try it (FB) 

(1:33:57) Have you been on an amusement park for training camp or? (FB) 

(1:34:09) Really surprised that you are such a strong man (FB) 

(1:34:17) do you have to be that humble? (FB) 

(1:35:10) Björn, this wasn’t your discipline really (IO) 

(1:35:22) But I think you ought to have a capacity as being a tennis player and the serve and everything (IO) 

(1:35:34) How do you look upon this event? (IO) 

(1:35:40) No, I think in total, should be nice to hear  (IO) 

(1:35:53) But in the last one you have a swimming pool and that’s a good way  [??] (IO) 
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(1:37:46) Well, Kevin Keagan are you satisfied so far? (FB) 

(1:37:54) How old are you then? (FB) 

(1:38:03) Do you think that you can beat Stenmark? (FB) 

(1:38:09) But that’s not the last event, sorry to say (FB) 

(1:38:18) Can you swim? (FB) 

(1:38:35) Hey Kevin, you know that there will be some piranhas in the water? (FB) 

(1:38:32) I know that you have a secret weapon against the other guys in the top of the sport masters, i know that you can yodle, that you learned 

that when you were playing soccer in Hamburg, let’s hear it, Kevin (FB) 

(1:53:11) Well, I’m sorry for asking but is this Ester Williams or is it Björn Borg? (FB) 

(1:53:23) You’re George, so I’m actually speaking to the Wimbledon champion 1983, or? (FB) 

(1:53:37) Either one of them, and you’re in the evening here in Sweden? (FB) 

(1:53:44) You must have had a lot of work now to get back into the shape you were a couple of years ago, because today you were a disaster (FB) 

(1:53:58) Yes, twenty six is a very high age (FB) 

(1:54:02) over the hill, and there is no tomorrow. What, well Kevin, what about the last event together with Ingmar, he was fantastic wasn’t he? (FB) 

(1:54:26) Yes, but I think you have improved since last year (FB) 

(1:55:37) So, here is Sugar Ray and he has promised tonight to sing a song to you here in Scandinavium to the people all over the world (IO)  

(1:55:58) that was a typical American folk song, who is now spread all over the world. You have been to another event like this before and there you 

succeeded in the swimming (IO) 

(1:56:23) Here’s another one coming, can you please let Vitas come over here? Vitas, would you like to come over here. And Borg, will you go and 

catch somebody else for the interviews? I just asked Björn Borg, it’s the only way to get you to the interview position. (IO) 

(1:46:46) Yes, I think it is about 30 degrees. I could have thought about that but I, well it doesn’t matter really (IO) 

(1:57:16) I loved it really because you were in it. (IO) 

(1:57.22) Yes, so do I, do you think so as well? (IO) 

 

1990s 

Clip 30 Elisabeth Husmark (1992, April 24). Möte med Luciano Pavarotti. Sveriges Television Kanal 1 

(2:35:58) Is there anything you can give the young people, do you do that in terms of this very important philosophy, this very important psychology? 

(2:36:38) Is that a must you think, do you think they have to have this naivity? 

(2:37:54) If the audience don’t behave well, I’m sure they don’t do it to you, but …they have? 

(2:38:00) But I’m sure you haven’t experienced what happened at the Stockholm opera recently, with the Swedish opera. For the very first time in 

Sweden, you see because they never do this, they booed. And and  ….. live audience! And everybody was very upset about it, because we’ve never 

had it before. Well, no, actually that was not the singer, it was the regista, yes, the staging. But I’ve also heard Italian tenor being booed in Germany 

for instance and I felt so sorry for him, I felt it was so horrible, so I applauded instead  

(2:38:42) But isn’t it awful, what do you say about an audience like that, of course … 

(2:39:54) That’s very generous 

(2:40:25)  Did you, did you go in and receive applause; did you come in get some applause  

(2:41:13) Do you read critics? 

(2:41:18) How do you think they are? I mean, seriously …. 

(2:44:45) I know you admire Jussi Björling, could you please talk a little about him? 

(2:46:35) We went in the city yesterday and we saw the carnevale, and it was so nice and you feel the whole city of Modena is like an opera scene! 

People are behaving, of course you realize why opera was created in Italy. It IS opera  

(2:47:04) And you feel that people are dressing up in these funny costumes and they’re feeling like kings for a day, just like you on the scene. That’s a 

great experience!  

(2:47:21) You know we went to see your horses and some other peoples’ horses at the club yesterday and one of the girls took out a tiny young 

white horse who was dancing like a fairy and I was thinking that horses, I sort of felt a combination, I felt that music and horses maybe has something 

in common …. The courage yes 
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(2:48:00) You go out and you look at them and talk to them …? Sing to them? 

(2:48:27)What do you think is very important now? 

(2:50:00) Thinking about you as this very world famous person and everything circles, I’m sure, in your family around you … they don’t? I was thinking 

about three daughters … 

(2:50:28)Yeah that’s what I thought, three …. 

(2:50:40) Have your daughters any musical aspirations?  

(2:51:22) What do YOU say about that? 

(2:51:37) What do you self, what do you think about pop music, I mean, is it music to you? No, I’m just asking  

(2:53:17) I know someone who was in Verona, in the choir with the moon above with Luciano Pavarotti the voice soring [?] up to the moon and she 

said it was the greatest moment of her life. Is it an experience for you of some quality to sing with such a very big choir as the World festival choir? 

(2:54:13) You are your own best critic I’m sure, so if you are not happy and everybody else is happy, if you are not happy about what you’ve done 

yourself  … 

(2:55:07) But having sung it one hundred times, two hundred times … 

(2:55:27)Is there a new experience every time or do you go into it with a … 

(2:57:54) I remember a very lovely film about you here in Modena when we saw your father and yourself singing in the church. Do you still sing 

sometimes together? 

(2:58:14) He’s eighty or something like that? 

(2:58:22) And he still has his beautiful voice? 

(2:58:57) You still have your voice …I’m sure  

(2:59:10) Do you, so you are planning planning ahead only three or four years? 

 

Clip 31: Lisa Carlsson (1992, June 18). Paul McCartney 50 år. Sveriges Television Kanal 1 

(58:56) You’ve got all these applauds, all these prices, you’re a legend already and you are one of the richest men in the world. What is there left to 

work for? 

(1:00: 26) But still where do you get the inspiration, where do you get the power to just keep on? 

(1:02:34) If we go back anyway; I’ve read somewhere that you’ve said that you want to get away from the Beatles image, is it true and in that case 

why? 

(1:06:38) How does it feel for you to sit and listen to the music of today that you haven’t written, the others’ music, but still you can hear that oh yes 

that’s the Beatles  … that’s their … oh yes, how does it feel? 

(1:10:00) Is there any musical form that you haven’t tried? 

(1:12:15) This Liverpool oratorium, did that give you taste for more, writing more classical music? You will? 

(1:13:27)  But how do you work when you, especially when you work, write your classical music, because from what I know you can’t read and you 

can’t write music? How do you do it? 

(1:16:19) Liverpool still means a lot to you? 

(1:17:38) And actually from what I’ve heard some of prize money now is going to that project, or .. 

(1:21:04) Now the next tour you said, when is that? 

(1:21:18) Can you tell me a little bit about this new album? 

 

Clip 32: Ulrika Knutson (1992, December 1). Tjugosju minuter med Alan Ayckbourn. Sveriges Television Kanal 1 

(03:03) Somebody said to me the other day that Scarborough would like to have a statue of you here, but you’re not interested 

(5:32) You said that it’s important for a playwright  to know his audience, then I ask you, what do you know about your audience? How well  … 

(7:05) Could you describe a funny situation, which maybe doesn’t sound funny … 

(9.20) Can you be specific? 

(20.18) What is it? 

(22:10) Does this mean that you always recognize your plays abroad in an abroad production? 

(23: 51) Can you remember any horrifying experience, when you didn’t , really didn’t recognize it at all or protested or something 
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(24:03) There are hundreds of productions a year so you can’t possibly see all 

(25:50) She’s supposed to be dressed in rags 

(26:32) What does Scarborough, the town, mean to you? 

(28:24) What makes middle-class, everyday life interesting? 

(30:36) Do your friends feel embarrassed or proud after watching your plays? 

 

Clip 33: Karin Arvidsson (1992, February 9). Det öppna hjärtat.  Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Dalai Lama 

(02:06:21) Tell me, how have your sufferings in Tibet influenced your development as a human being? 

(02:08:28) And you have never lost your hope for Tibet? 

(2:8:40) I hope so, you used to say that non violent politic arises from a non-violent heart. How do you mean? 

(2:10:23) Is love and compassion something that mankind must be taught or is it something natural? 

(2:10: 33) You don’t have to learn to be it? 

(2:12:16) Life both in east and west are very tragic to many people, I mean they’re lonely, abandoned, poor , they have crisis. How can you find love 

in your heart in that case? 

(2:18:22) You were a young man when all these terrible things happened to your country, I mean you must have felt a lot of anger and hate, what did 

you do with it? 

(2:23:08) Between the nations the relations have become less violent and more peaceful, but at the same time conflict arises within the nations, here 

in Sweden we’ve had new nazist movements, we have ultra extreme right movements, how can it be so? 

(2:28:04) This programme is called: The open heart. What is an open heart to you?  

(2:30:53) Thank you very much, Dalai Lama, for coming here 

 

Clip 34: Lasse Holmqvist. & Britt Bass (1992, April 16). Arthur Miller, 76. Sveriges Television TV2 

(14:39) Because of Arthur Miller’s participation in the 1992 staging of his play ”Death of a salesman” in Stockholm, Sweden, a play that was written in 

1948-1949 Britt Bass and Lasse Holmqvist made this interview with Mr. Miller in his New York apartment in mid town Manhattan, about his youth 

about his life and about his work (LH) 

(15:25) And both of us sitting here? Yeah, that’s good. You made this old chair and old table too, no? (LH) 

(15:36) Is this ok if Mr. Miller is sitting there we are sitting over here? Is that ok for you? (LH)  

(15:55) Mr. Miller, we are very happy that you are willing to us have this talk with you in your apartment, and let me start by mention that the first 

years of your life you spent on the outskirts of Harlem where it looks very different today from the time when you were there. And then only some 

years later when you were thirteen the family moved to Brooklyn where it looks exactly the same as it did in your time. And now in 1992 we are 

sitting in your apartment in mid Manhattan with what seems to be the real New York. But in your memoirs you mention that you have spent more 

than half of your life in the country, in Connecticut but that was meant to be temporary, from time to time to finish a play so you could spend more 

time in the city where you said everything happens, Mr. Miller what does this mean, where do you belong? (LH) 

(17:33) In the mid, in the middle of the city (?), I see (LH) 

(17:38) Your father was an immigrant from Poland and he never learnt to read or write, cause he only spent a couple of months in school I 

understand, despite that did he have a feeling later in life for your writing and did he have a feeling for the arts in general? (BB) 

(18:43) You also talk about his taste in your book that he had very fine taste and more authentic perhaps because he wasn’t influenced by reading 

about the ins and outs of the time (BB) 

(20:27) Didn’t he mention Poland?  And didn’t you (?) (LH) 

(20:38) So he truly became an American? (BB) 

(20:49) Did he also pick up the competitive spirit of the Americans? (BB) 

(20:54) How would you describe your mother? She was born of immigrant parents (LH) 

(21:20) Was she artistic? (LH) 

(21:39) Did you develop something like music [ …] (LH) 

(21:53) What kind of songs did you like to sing? (LH) 

(22:03) And the shows at the time? (BB)  
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(22:13) Do you still like that kind of music? It’s not much of that on Broadway now? (LH) 

(22:43) Your father lost almost everything in the twenty nine crash, how did that affect you as a young man? (BB) 

(24:25) Frightening for people 

(24:27) Despite your young age you understood this? (LH) 

(24:54) And that’s what you did? (BB) 

(25:19) So you worked before? To save the money ..(BB) 

(25:27) Did this affect your writing later on? (BB) 

(25:56) This runs through a lot of your work, right? (BB) 

(26:08) We have a depression today too, do you see any similarities? (BB) 

(27:03) You think that will hurt him? (LH) 

(27:07) So is it the same reaction in the politicians as the last time around, is what you’re saying? (BB) 

(27:41) So anyway there is nothing we can do, you mean? (LH)  

(27:58) I think you mentioned somewhere that there was a lack of good thinking, basic thinking, of good values that made the impression so wide. Do 

you think we have more of that values today? (LH) 

(28:26) In a way you’ve already told us, given us the answer of the next question but I would like to ask you if there was any specific thing that made 

you write ’A death of a salesman’? Besides these memories from the depression (LH) 

(29:23) I think that you lived in Brooklyn Heights when you wrote this. It’s a wonderful place and just opposite a nice part of the old Manhattan; And 

have this environment and the way of life there any impact on your writing? (LH) 

(29:57) The view from the floor (BB) 

(30:01) The view from the floor, that you have written about (LH) 

(30:05) You mean that, still? (LH) 

(30:30) You sometimes remember that, that you really was on the floor and remembered things that happened around you? (LH) 

(30:43) Did you get any new aspects on this play when you saw it in rehearsal the first time? The first time on stage  (LH) 

(31:29) Cobb ? (BB) 

(31:45) Why was the scene in the restaurant too difficult? (LH) 

(32:28) Did you  despair when you noticed that, or? (LH) 

(32:39) You are often involved in the staging of your plays all over the world (BB) 

(32:45) Always? That must keep you very busy, because your played frequently all over the world? (BB) 

(32:54) Oh, I see, I meant the reproductions …(BB) 

(33:07) You took part of the staging of a Salesman in China in the eighties, did the audience understand the meaning of this play there in spite of  not 

having salesmen for many decades? (BB) 

(33:35) So it’s all families actually in a way (BB) 

(33:54) Do they also understand these false attitudes to this world? (LH)  

(34:09) Are they as competitive as the Americans? (LH) 

(35:03) Very competitive people really (BB) 

(35:30) That makes me wonder, that makes me wonder about Stockholm what might happen there ? (BB) 

(35:37) Have you seen any other way of understanding this play? Than you used to (LH) 

(35:40) By the actors or? (BB) 

(35:46) No in Sweden (BB + LH) 

(35:48) Now we’re making a big jump here (BB) 

(36:04) Sweden is very Americanized also (BB) 

(36:16) Then our next question is, it’s not valid any longer, but I take it anyway ”The death of a salesman” is said to have captured the minds of a 

whole generation, but what do you think makes it fascinating also to the very young people today, you’ve just signed a book to a seventeen year old 

girl (LH) 

(36:54) That’s also a thing, yes (LH) 

(37:49) I was going to ask you what the reason was for you to  stage your latest plays, your latest play ’Ride down Mount Morgan’ in London? (BB)  
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(38:27) But why? (LH)  

(39:38) So that’s part of what’s going wrong here, can you think of any other reasons? (BB) 

(40:31) Is it very different from what they have done or is it a difference in times, climate? (BB) 

(41:03) Let’s go back to Europe for a while again, you seem to like Europe, quite a lot, has that something to do with your central European roots and 

something to do with your wife Inge Morath, the native Austrian photographer with a lot of French connections (LH) 

(41:57) You can’t? (LH) 

(42:01) Why is that? (LH) 

(42:19) And that’s different from the European …? (LH) 

(43:06) Even some Europeans mean that Willy Brandt the socialist has written that in his autobiography that this century is the American century (LH) 

(43:30) So it’s a good place for a playwright to be (BB) 

(43:41) Talking about playwriting again, what have what are your shoes with playwriting to do; I don’t know if you can get down on Mr. Millers shoes 

, I suppose he has bought some new pairs of shoes  (LH) 

(43:39) Or a friend of yours? (BB) 

(43:54) Yeah, but haven’t you heard the rumour, from a friend of yours … (LH) 

(43:57)[?] I think that said that every time you finish a play you buy a new pair of shoes (BB) 

(44:02) Is that true? (LH) 

(44:12) There is another rumour that says that you make your shoes yourself as well as all your furnitures ..(LH) 

(44:32) Yes it is, but what about the furnitures then? The chair you’re sitting in, and the table (LH) 

(44:44) And all the furnitures in Connecticut? (LH) 

(44:48) why is that? (LH)  

(45:09) Quite different from your brother Kermit, who destroyed them also, funny reading about the radio that he went into and then he hid the 

pieces to go back to finish the job later on (BB) 

(45:23) You have written some books about your travels, in China in Russia and your wife Inge took the photographs, have these trips altered your 

feelings towards the Soviet socialism?  

(46:08) Are you talking about the dissident writers now? (BB) 

(46:40) In chaos? (LH) 

(47:24) The immense bureaucracy (BB) 

(48:44) But also for you as a writer, the matter of free speech, and the writers … (BB) 

(49:05) This is the first time, today. I have another book in front of me here, it’s not written by you but by young Steinbeck, a friend of yours. He’s 

writing about the strange fact that you were accused to being sympathetic communist in the McCarthy-era. And he noticed that when Archie, he’s 

writing here in a letter to Pascal Covici [?]:” When Archie told me that no one had come to his defense it gave me a lonely sorrow and a shame that I 

waited so long”. And he continues in the end of the letter, by saying: ” We have had all along the sharpest weapons of war, words, but we didn’t use 

them and I for one am ashamed”. Do you agree with him here, was it the writers, the actors own fault that they hadn’t screamed out enough during 

the McCarthy era. (LH) 

(50:48) It’s sex? And violence? (LH) 

(51:37) It’s obvious that we have been talking about this now that the human integrity is often in danger, both in a competitive capitalistic system 

and socialistic parts of the world that now almost is vanished. So, what kind of system should we create to avoid these things? (LH) 

(53:02) Do you think that will be forever? (LH) 

(53:05) There were some decades where we in Sweden believed in what we called ”the third way”. A way between those two … (LH) 

(54:17) This is also spreading all over the world, I mean we have homeless people on the streets in Sweden too now (BB) 

(54:38) We have a picture here, I don’t know if you have seen that picture it from a meeting, very early 57 between Marilyn Monroe and you and 

Karen Blixen; Isak Dinesen she’s called in this part of the world; in the picture here is Marilyn Monroe and in your recent autobiography you write 

that Mariyn Monroe was an orphan and that she in a group of people could spot other orphans in a second. And in an article from 1988 about 

orphanhood you mention that a lot of important writers as Faulkner, Hemingway , Cechov and Melville had fathers whom they perceived to be 

failures or had failed them and committed suicide. And to go back to Willy Loman the salesman, he didn’t know his father either, do you have a 

comment on this, talking about … (LH) 
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(55:57) And that creates something creative or what? (LH) 

(56:23) Were you aware of that when you created Willy Loman? (LH)  

(57:21) And as a matter of fact you left your family for a while, at least you felt it like you did or perhaps you … (LH) 

(57:25) Or for one day ..(BB) 

(57:40) Before we finish I would like to ask you about the paintings because always when there is something in the back ground that is very obvious 

people want to know what is that (LH)  

(57:53) Your daughter Rebecca? (BB) 

(58:02) Oh she works in, is that sculpting, not ceramics?  (BB) 

(58:37) Have you seen any theatre in Sweden when you’ve been there? (LH) 

(58:49) Did you like that? And you could follow that without the language? It’s a good play, really. Written before your time but good anyway. (LH) 

(59:09) Finally we would like you to read something it’s actually the ending in your book ”Time bends” (BB) 

(59:16) […] Last paragraph (LH) 

(59:21) When did it, when did you write this book? Eighty eight? Eighty seven, yeah(LH) 

(59:53) You were sitting, I suppose,  in your farm house looking out in the darkness? (LH) 

 

Clip 35: Olle Stenholm (1993, August 12). Rapport om John Major. Sveriges Television TV2 

(2:5:55) So you don’t exclude the splitting up of Bosnia? 

(2:6:10) What would the drawbacks be of splitting it up? 

(2:6:32) Wouldn’t it also be, mean giving into military force and so called ethnic cleansing? 

(2:7:11) But all European countries virtually have signed an agreement that borders can only be changed in a peaceful way and this certainly 

wouldn’t be a peaceful way, the basis wouldn’t be peaceful 

(2:7:48) But as far as you are concerned, the ideal solution would be a unified Bosnia-Hercegovina, with the interest with all involved ethnic groups 

being taken care of in a democratic way? 

(2:8:9) Against that background, how do you view the prospect of a unified Ireland? 

(2:8:43) And by constitutional parties you mean the British government and the Irish government? 

(2:8:54) But there is no Northern Irish government or parliament  …. 

(2:10:22) But is there any way to solve this problem in the long run without unifying Ireland? 

(2:10:43) At the same time the British government through the Anglo-Irish agreement of 1985 has accepted that the Irish government or the 

Republic of Ireland has a deep political interest also in Northern Ireland  

(2:11:40) But can there be any reason for allowing Ireland to exercise a political interest in a territory which is formally not part of the Irish republic  if 

the long term prospect is not to reunify the whole island of Ireland  

(2:12:29) What is the political interest of the British government in seeing Sweden as a member of the European community and the European union 

in the future? 

(2:14:31) Do you see Sweden as a possible supporter of the dear old British political idea, namely that integration should not be allowed to develop 

into federalism? 

(2:15:05) But if I tell you that political, public political opinion in Sweden is very skeptical of federalism within the European community is that 

something that you would relish in hearing? 

(2:16:38) What are the reasons that a political leaning that you explained has so strong traditions and deep roots in British politics? 

(2:17:12) But you seem to combine this skepticism of federalism on a European scale with a strong central government in British politics? 

(2:17:48) So where does one draw the line on a European scale and where does one stop the march towards federalism? 

(2:18:33) But can European union really thrive in the long run if for example the European parliament isn’t given more powers than today? 

(2:20:18) But you seem to have great difficulties in persuading a strong fraction within your own party, about the benefits of a total the Maastricht’s 

treaty? 

(2:20:29) Isn’t it odd that Margaret Thatcher partly was brought down because she was too anti-European and you seem to have political troubles 

within your own party because you seem to be too pro-European? 

(2:21:51) Are you happy or unhappy with the job? 
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(2:22:02) In spite of the low marks you get in the opinion polls in Britain? 

(2:22:45) Prime Minister, may I end by asking you a personal question, maybe a shockingly personal question? Do you like music? 

(2:22:53) When you sit in your study alone do you play music? 

(2:23:01) What do you play? 

(2:23:10) Give us one concrete example of something you like to play? 

 

Clip 36: Jan-Olov Andersson (1994, June 26). Mel Gibson special. Sveriges Television Kanal 1 

(1:26:10) You didn’t thinks it was strange that someone was gonna do your character? 

(1:26:33) So what was it like working with Mel? 

(1:26:48) What made you want to do Maverick? 

(1:27:21) Have you been a fan of western movies for a long time, or? 

(1:27:40) But watching both this film and the lethal weapons movie, I have a feeling you’re still being a kid running around with a gun … 

(1:27:48) What do your kids say, do they think you have a real job when they see these kind of movies? 

(1:28:12) I don’t know, I guess it is .. 

(1:32:51) I have a feeling that Brett Maverick is the character you play that is most like yourself? 

(1:33:31) But the craziness of the humour in the movie reminds me of the behind the scenes movies you made on lethal weapon … 

(1:39:39) There is also a lot of horse riding and shooting and gambling, are you good at that in real life, with horses? 

(1:41:00) Richard Donner says you do too many dangerous scenes yourself?  

(1:44:09) When you see the movie, you have a feeling even though we have one of Hollywood’s best screenwriters that there is a lot of 

improvisation?  

(1:47:23) There is more and longer kissing scenes in this movie than in anything I’ve seen for years, what was that like doing that? 

(1:48:25) You’re also singing for the first time, or is it you – it’s you singing? 

(1:48:33) Not the stunt? 

 

Clip 37: Martin Carlsson (1994, February 2). Diezel. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Brazilian metal band Sepultura 

(16:35) Your vocal style on the new album is actually more brutal than on the previous couple of albums, that’s pretty unusual cause most vocalists 

they become more and more polished 

(19:06) You sing a lot about oppression in the world and fucked-up things, do you still experience the oppression as much as when you were grow … 

(19:57) This incident you are talking about was when you and your wife were shot at, this incident was you and your wife being shot at in the US; So 

what really happened there? 

(22:36) Max, you’ve become a father and you bring your son on the road, how’s this being father changed you as a person? 

(23:34) How’s the rest of the band affected by having Max baby on tour? 

(24:13) What are you gonna tell him when he grows up? An orphan? 

 

Clip 38: Kjell-Åke Olsson (1995, November 13). Håll andan – TBC:n är tillbaka. Sveriges Television TV2 – Interview with Estonian doctors 

(24:16) So you mean the statistics … they are? 

(24:22) Why did it start do you think, it was a lowering of incidences for twenty years or something, to a point  …  

(24:39) And why that? 

(26:14) And sophisticated  

(26:55) And the possibility is bigger now than for, bigger than five years ago? Or the risk? 

(27:12) Is it then not hard to recruit new doctors or nurses? Is it not hard to recruit? 

(28:27) What is your perspective, are you an optimist or a pessimist? 

(28:45) Can you manage it here, on this hospital? As I understand it comes more and more patients, can you host them here? You have lack of beds? 

(29:15) Because they are contagious or …? 

(29:29) That’s a risk then, worsening the situation? There is a risk for multi resistance … (?) 
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Clip 39: Björn Fontander (1996, August 1 [Recorded in the early ’80s]). Drömmen om Amerika. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with American 

women 

(2:10:09) You’re quite sure it’s the right one? 

(02:10:51) Yes, what exactly does this document show? 

(2:11:04) So now we know where the land is? Good, is it far from here? 

(2:19:14) Well, Mrs. Nordlund what did you know about your Swedish background? 

(2:19:41) When you first heard about the story about the ’Mother’s little Ollie’ and the bears what did you believe? 

(2:19:59) And the rest of your family?  

(2:20:15) You never heard anything about the Mother little Ollie story? 

(2:20:30) I see, how much do you know about your Swedish family, back there in Sweden I mean? 

(2:21:20) So many of these Swedes in that old album would be totally unknown to you? 

(2:25:33) Are you going to Sweden, have you planned that? 

(2:25:39) Not being afraid of meeting a bear? 

 

Clip 40: Christofer Barnekow (1996, August 2). I kulturens huvudstad. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with American artist 

(43:47) But you have three hundred years 

(44:43) You have been called an archeologist yourself, in fact in archeologist of voice 

(45:01) Which you can find in yourself? 

(45:26) Can we just listen for a short moment, is this sound or is it noise? 

(45:37) What is noise? 

(45: 51) You don’t miss the human voice? 

 

Clip 41: Gunnar Rehlin (1996, October 23). Filmkrönikan. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Sandra Bullock 

(1:45:09) Does the speed of your career does it  ever scare you that things are gonna get out of hand? 

(1:45:47) So what happened, too many parts at the same time? 

(1:46:16) Now that must be difficult, the loss of privacy that must inevitably…(?) 

(1:47:20) In this film you don’t play the lead, you play sort of the second lead  

(1:47:50) The fact that you have recently directed a short, is that part of doing other things 

 

Clip 42: Sonia Pleijel (1997, September 10). Månadens konsert. Sveriges Television SVT2 – Interview with Estonian conductor 

(1:35:59) As a person what did he mean to you at the time? 

(1:40:08) And now you’re leaving them, why? 

(1:41:02) Is that what you’ve chose to be? 

(1:42:17) Why Bartok, what is your connection to him? 

 

Clip 43 Eva Hamilton (1998, April 22). Rapport lunch. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with American scientists 

(18:51) Is it talent that is not used in our days?  

(19:10) Mr. Morris how did you become interested yourself in telepathy, in this field of science? 

(19:44) What about you? 

(20:05) And what’s your conclusion, you said it might be much more important than the field you were into? 

(20:16) ESP? 

(20:35) This doesn’t advance your careers, does it? 

(20:50) But you are taken seriously, I mean people are not joking and giggling and so on? 

(21:50) This was CIA, right? 

(22:03) Does CIA still have people employed just in order to do remote viewing? 
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(22:11) Why not? Why not now? 

(22:41) But you can localize a hostage for example by remote viewing? 

(23:12) So which kind of facts, or whatever it is, can this person then give? Look in a county with lots of mountains, or what can he say? 

(23:45) Does it help if you can give this person, a picture of a piece of cloth or something? 

(24:15) What about telepathy, I guess this is something that is very common, almost every person has some kind of their own experience of this? 

(24:52) But what is the most common experience? 

(25:29) Can you prove it or is it just something that you see in everyday world? 

(26:14) But how could you explain it then, that somebody who is close to me all of a sudden is in a danger and I feel it in some way, how can it be 

described? 

 

Clip 44: Eva Hamilton (1998, December 8) Rapport lunch. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Indian Nobel laureate 

(56:18) But is it possible to isolate economy from moral or from political values? 

(57:27) Is there a political system that is superior to improve the lives of poor? 

(58:38) If I have understood you correctly, you say that famine is not possible in this open and democratic society? 

(58:52) Why there should be starvation as well? 

(59:59) So there is not shortage of food that primarily causes famine? 

(1:00:58) If you say that you are in favour of Keynes, you are a Keynesian? 

(1:1: 57) But what has come up during the last two years or three years is that the free market is not a high fashion thing anymore. The political 

government is kind of improving their strength. In the ‘80s and in the ‘90s the free market, the actual liberal trade was the high thing. I’m not sure it 

is like that anymore. 

(1:03: 17) And they’re all, they’re they’re, we need them all 

 

Clip 45: Kristian Luuk (1998, November 17) Sen kväll med Luuk. Sveriges Television TV4 – Interview with Madonna 

(27:21) They obviously like you, they adore you 

(27:27) Thank you for coming to our show, we’re so happy to have you here; your new album came out half a year ago …. And we’re gonna hear your 

fourth single from it, in my opinion the best track. In a few minutes, it’s pretty obvious when I listen to album that you’re into modern new music. 

What are you listening to at the moment? 

(27:57) Signed to you 

(28:08) And you’re bringing these cds with you, how  … you do that? 

(28:14) I thought so, and then I started thinking, how … do you actually go and buy these records in record stores? 

(28:24) You do and you write like a shopping list, today the Beastie boys new album … it is that way? Then you give her some cash  

(28:44) Do you have a big record collection at home, you do, is it alphabetized?  

(29:06) And you have it all stored in a shelf or is it all over the place? That’s good 

(29:12) No, I haven’t, absolutely not, absolutely not ; but because I’m curious, do you file your own records, with these like Madonna between 

Madness and the Mamas &the Papas or something? 

(29:26) You don’t, ok, all right, but the interesting thing is that you have several homes, in New York and in LA and in Miami, do you have several 

copies of these records as well?  

(29:47) But with other things, like do you have VHS movies , double copies of them?  

(29:57) So how does it work to have many homes, do you have a main home?  

(30:08) So it’s one of them? 

(30:12) I know, yeah I know, do you watch a lot of films? You do? And then obviously you don’t go to the movies? To the movie theatre? And what do 

you have like a moustache on and a big … 

(30:37) I can’t see it, I can’t see it  

(30:43) So which is the best film of the year? I haven’t heard of it  

(31:03) But you don’t collect them and have on VHS at home? Ok, you have a DVD? That is the new technology I’ve heard  

(31:13) Do you watch a lot of TV? 
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(31:17) No? You said that on the press conference as well and it surprised me a bit; that you don’t watch TV, because that would be the easiest way 

to keep in touch with pop culture I’d say, it isn’t?  

(31:47)  but you can see that on TV as well 

(31:53) But is hard for you go out actually go out on the streets I guess 

(31 55) Where is it easiest? 

(32: 05) Not even if you come, now there’s Madonna …  

(32: 11) You know what, eh, last year I got a daughter 

(32:20) I don’t know, I apologize, I’m sorry, what would be the right word? I’ll do it again 

(32:30) No, we can’t do that in Sweden , only in America can you do that, you know what, last year my wife gave birth to a baby daughter 

(32:39) Thank you, thank you, and the funny thing is that that makes her Smilla 

(32: 51) Isn’t it, thanks, one year younger than your daughter, LourDES is that how you pronounce it, LourDES, ok and I was a little curious what is 

going to happen to Smilla in the next year? Because they change so  

(33: 07) She runs around  

(32: 22) Noooo, have you thought that  

(33:29) Would you say it gets more fun every day that goes 

(33:39) Ok, I was thinking, because  

(33:41) I know, you, look who’s talking! Are you gonna show all your work to her? The nude pictures and the book and all, that’s good 

(34:00) I was thinking because,  you live sort of an unnormal life and how do you try to keep normal relationship to your daughter , do normal things, 

do you have time to do that?  

(34:20) She’s obviously with you, ok, did you play with her before you came out here, you did that? All dressed up like this? Ok. What did you play?  

(34:43) Ok, because with Smilla I have a problem when I play with her, we call it the Pingu-problem the Pingu problem, there is a video cassette with 

a child story of a clay penguin called Pingu. And that’s the only thing she wants to watch.  

(34: 58) That’s what I tell my wife 

(35:03) Yeah, but we’ve been discussing this , I know she sits like this, and you know what happens when I close it after, she can sit for a couple of 

hours watching the same thing over and over again, I close it she cries for an hour  

(35:23)I I know, what should I do ? 

(35:33) But then she’ll cry 

(35:36) You think so? 

(35:44) I know, we’ve tried all that as well, but Pingu is the number one thing 

(35: 57) I heard or most people know or have read that you were drummer once in a in your lifetime? Do you still play, because some people play air 

guitar when they hear a good song, you know, you don’t play the drums, cause that would be pretty funny 

(36:22) We’re so happy to have you here and I’d like to give you a little gift before you start singing, in Sweden when we go over to other people we 

always have a Nobless ask with us  

(36:45) This needs some explanation, it is chocolate and you told us that you love chocolate and that you had in one evening eaten a whole box of 

chocolates, is that true? Could you eat this now?  

(37:03) If I can choose, I’d rather see you sing than eat this, we also have something we do with all the guests that are with us on this show, it’s called 

the ‘angry game’. Have you heard of that? 

(37: 18) No absolutely not, it’s vice versa actually, you look at each other and the first person who starts laughing loses, which means that when we 

look at each other it’s good to look angry because then the other one maybe starts laughing, do you understand the rules do you want to play the 

angry game?  

(37:34) We look at each other, there is no touching, and the first one, I don’t know why they laughed, and the first one who starts laughing loses, do 

you understand this?  

(37:45) Ok are you ready for the Angry game Madonna? The angry game starts now 

(38:25) Wanna call it a draw? She wins, Madonna, thank you for being on this show  

 

Clip 46: Kristin Kaspersen (1999, December 11). Söndagsöppet. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Darren Hayes 
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(1:59:47) Welcome Darren Hayes from Savage Garden  

(1:59:53) Both you and Dane  grew up in Brisbane, Australia, what’s it like to grow up in Brisbane?  

(2.00.30) what is the best thing with your constellation (…?) 

(2:1:0) you used to work as a milkman before? 

(2:1:2) Yes but is it something that you miss from that time, before famous? 

(2:1:36) Is that hard not to, or to stay cool in this kind of situation?  

(2:2.03) And now you’re moving to San Francisco? Can you find something in San Francisco that you feel home with, that you recognize from 

Brisbane maybe? 

(2:2: 47) And Daniel still lives in …ok, because I read that he he send you the tape with the music and you write the lyrics, you always like what he 

have done 

(2:3: 24) You don’t do the opposite way that you maybe have something that you want to write about  and then you send him, him the lyrics and he 

write the music  

(2:4:5) And you do like to write a lot and now I’ve read somewhere that you want to write a novel? Or maybe another story? 

(2:4:38) Because you do read a lot, Anne Rice is one of your favourite authors?  

(2:5:6) But when you’re flying don’t you have the time when you’re just sitting 

(2:5:24) What do you think about year 2000? 

(2:5:28) You’re pretty sick of it too? 

(2:5:45) But you’re not supposed to sleep now, because now it’s time for you to play on stage, thank you very much 

 

Clip 47: Malou von Sivers (1999, April 8) Monica Lewinsky i möte med Malou. Sveriges Television TV4 

(1:4) If you take a step back and you look upon yourself because now it has been sometimes, can you see that you somehow enjoy the publicity too? 

(2:30) Just being a tourist?  

(3:39) If you again take a step back and look upon yourself, still I wondered, why did you take that risk when you got into the relationship with the 

president of the United states? Why? Because it was a big risk?  

(4:38) And then you took another big risk by telling some of your friends what had happened? And this was very secret and still you took that risk?  

(6:40) For those who haven’t read the book, it was when you were  

(7:13) You felt miserable?  

(8:11)  How much did that hurt you, because she really betrayed you so much; I … Yeah, how much did that hurt you in believing in people in the 

future? 

(9:45) Yeah, but how did you feel inside? 

(10:20) Because I was going to ask you about the reason because you have been so humiliated in media, you have been so laughed at, they have 

made jokes about you and about sex and Monika Lewinsky all over the world and still you go around and sit in front of cameras, in front of me like 

this and you do it all over again, why do you do that?  

(11:38) But it takes a lot of courage to do it? 

(14:33) But then again, this situation and the little gesture you did when you first met the president and you turned around and you show him the 

lining of your underwear, you’re so sure that you did the right thing?  

(14:50) Maybe I don’t know if I told the story right? 

(15:50) But still it’s says something about you that you are secure in your sexual attraction I think? 

(16:42) So in the end of the book, it’s written the last chapter is written in January, not long ago this year, you say you miss him still. You do?  

 

Clip 48: Hans Wiklund (1997, November 2). filmXtra: Jodie Foster. Sveriges Television TV4 

(3:1) What kind of preparations did you do, did you take classes in space science or whatever 

(5:36) What kind of political implication do you think it would have if we made some sort of contact? 

(7:06) Is it easy to crack up and look at the blue screens (??) ‘Yeeh, space craft is coming’! 

 

Clip 49: Anders Nilsson (1997, May 1). Bruce Springsteen Special. Sveriges Television TV4 
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(4:11) Tell me about the reunion, how did it happen? 

(6:31) Have you lived here for a long time? 

(6:37) Forty years? 

(6:41) Do you remember that when Bruce was living here? He was? 

(6:48) How was he like a kid? Nice? 

(6:58) Was he playing a lot? 

(7:29) I’ve actually talked to a neighbour of yours, an old lady who had lived there for forty years, she speak with an Austrian accent, she spoke well 

of you, she said you were shy as a kid and you’d go on the roof to play because you played so loud your father put up the heat? Can you tell me 

about that? You don’t remember? 

(10:55) Did you feel that when you were at that age too, that ‘I wanna be a rockn’roll star’? Or what was your dreams? Were you determined? 

(13:51) But you didn’t move with them? 

(15:06) The cups finally busted her, because she told fortunes better than they did 

(24:02) How can you manage to do that? 

(25:05) Your lyrics are very important to a lot of people, sometimes they are getting misunderstood, like the ‘Born in the USA’ ….. But this is like 

people in France or Spain thought you were like pro-American patriot 

(26:05) So it doesn’t bother you? 

(31:05) But there was a lot of things happening in 89, you split up with the band, you moved to California and you separated from your first wife, was 

that a link between those things? 

(33:33) But then in 1989 you split up with the E street band, a lot of .. were surprised in E street band about that, is that the truth or ?  

(35:57) How do you feel being on the road again? 

(36:17) Do you feel a little rusty now? 

(37:32) Is it different now not playing with the E-street band? 

(38:28) How important is the silence, it’s important to stand up there on a stage and have the crowd but then you can tour you can be on too much, 

you wanna create a need to the public, how important is the silence for  

(40:12) do you reckon that your popularity has diminished in a way? 

(41:57) You haven’t seen AIDS or HIV at a close range (?), so you had an experience 

(45:33) So were gonna see you on the road with the E-street band soon? 

(45:45) But it’s gonna be? 

(45:56) And we can await the record too? 

 

Clip 50: Hans Wiklund (1995, July 24). I närbild: Sandra Bullock. Sveriges Television TV4 

(05:22) That’s a good title? 

(05:26) That’s a guy’s title 

(07:48) Their first choice was Demi Moore for the movie 

(08:09) Does it bother you at all 

(08:33) You turned down Batman forever 

(09:01) Except for the public transportation theme in the movie, what was it that attracted you about the script? 

(11:57) Do you think you have some expectations on you to be sweet and funny all the time? 

(12:23) No Hugh Grant thing of scandals? 

(12:47) Thank you so much 

 

2000s 

Clip 51 Jan Svanlund (2002, March 18) Världscupen i hästhoppning. Sveriges Television SVT2 – Interview with British sportsman 

(1:1:58) Dermott, this is something you are very good at, coming in late and give us a big show like you did in the European Championships, and now 

(1:2:10) We said on Swedish TV that maybe you’re not thinking so much about the points, you’re just thinking about the victory today  

(1:2:30) It was a great jump up, wasn’t it? 
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Thank you very much 

 

Clip 52: Lars Adaktusson (2002, March 18). Agenda. Sveriges Television SVT2: Interview with Yassir Arafat 

(1:9:28) Mr. President tell me about the consequences of the Israelian incursion over the last week 

(1:12: 18) Mr. president, the Israelis claims that this is necessary in order to to prevent further terrorist attacks? 

(interview continues with Dore Gold) 

(1:14:35) Prime Minister Sharon was basically elected on the promises of peace and security, now there is no peace and there is no security for 

Israelis, does that concern you? 

(1:15:03) But sir, could you see any possibilities, that you could force the Palestinians to the negotiation table?  

(1:15:31) So what do you think it will take to get a seize fire?  

(1:15:48) What expectation do you have on this visit by Mr. Zinni? 

(1:16:21) Is that resolution good news to you Mr. President? 

 

Clip 53: Johan Sandström (2002, May 4). Ocean Race. Sveriges Television SVT2 – Interview with Australian sportsmen 

(2:05:37) Talking about the length and the width of the boat, you can have bigger and smaller sails? 

(2:6:14) Where on the boat do you find speed and where do you find stability? 

(2:17:34) How are we doing Jason, are we doing all right, are we first? 

(2:17:46) It was pretty close there at the time 

 

Clip 54: ErikFichtelius (2003, June 11). Det goda samtalet. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Dalai Lama 

(1:44:17) Your holiness, what is evil? What is evil? 

(1:44:57) Can evil be something that is represented in a government? Like for example the government of Saddam Hussein in Iraq? 

(1:46:47) But this is on an individual level, if you see it in a government, can evil in any sense be represented in the government, on a government 

level? 

(1:48:08) So a government that tortures its citizens, oppresses its people, would you call that an evil government? 

(1:48:19) How can such a government be fought? How can such a government, an evil government, be fought? 

(1:49:07) So what do you do then, when fear’s hardened, when it’s so difficult to fight evil on the governmental level? 

(1:51:20) When the US president, George Bush, did motivate his attack on Iraq and Saddam Hussein, he spoke about axis of evil. The president 

specifically pointed North Korea, Iran and Iraq as regimes that I quote: constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the peace of the world. What is 

your comment to this line of reasoning your Holiness? 

(1:53:12) But to what extent could one reason that a military attack on a sovereign country, like Iraq would be considered an evil act? 

(1:55:33) It is complicated 

(1:55:56) But then, if warfare is negative, if the result of the war, like the war on Irak is that a brutal dictator is ousted, he’s losing his power the 

people is freed, to what extent could that be considered to be a good act to overthrow him 

(1:56:36) But this is why I ask you, this is why I ask you, to understand … 

(1:57:39) If you draw a parallel to your own situation to your own country Tibet. Tibet was invaded by China and tens of thousands of were 

murdered, molested, your temples were burned down and destroyed, how can such an evil force, evil act be counted, effectively? 

(1:58:36) Because of diplomatic reasons?  

(1:59:35) But just as we speak right now, your two envois are in China to open up these continued talks or dialogue with the Chinese, what is your 

aim that these discussions now taking place could accomplish? 

(2:2:29) So, what signs, what signs of openness for change in the relationships between China and Tibet can you see today in the new Chinese 

leadership? 

(2:4:56) To build this confidence, how far are you in diplomatic terms ready to go state for example that Taiwan is an inalienable part of China or that 

Tibet is also a part of China? How far are you ready to go to build this confidence, to embetter the relationships between you and China? 

(2:6:43) Your holiness, what makes you happy? 

(2:9:20) In the beginning, when we started the interview, your holiness, I asked you what is evil, what would you say is the absolute opposite of evil? 
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(2:10:03) Your holiness thank you for answering my questions 

 

Clip 55: Arne Weise (2003, July 5). Minnenas television. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Harry Belafonte 

(53:58) Mr. Belafonte, that was a long speech in Swedish, but I had to introduce you in my way. Welcome back to Stockholm! 

(54:11) Do you remember a special night in the opera house, full from roof to ceiling, the Prime Minister, whatever there were, thirty seven years 

ago, a borderless night at the opera house? Do you remember that? 

(57:29) Marvellous, marvellous, you met of course afterwards and you laughed a lot too at Hasse and Tage who were the presenters, I heard that you 

were very keen on them both. Now, when you met Martin Luther King for the first time, how do you feel, how was he, your impressions ? 

(59:36) You, a world famous entertainer, left in a way the beautiful life in Beverly Hills whatever you were staying, to work with him, partly at least. 

You worked with him quite often.  

(1:2:00) But still you must realize there were a lot of progress, I men there were a lot of success, a lot of victories, we’ll talk a little bit about the 

victories and also a little bit about how will the future be because unfortunately there are still problems, but let us now see when he went to Sweden 

when he went there to have his speech and you were there singing and to have it all over again!  

(2:11:00) Thank you very much for that concert, i must ask you something about ’Matilda’, was this just for Stockholm you did this beautiful, 

humoristic let stiff Swedes open up, the prime minister, the king and they all sang badly but you gave them an instruction. But before that when i saw 

your arms going down in total hopelessness: ’These Swedes, they can’t sing, but I do it again!’, I love that! Was it for Sweden or was it in the show? 

(2:14:19) sixty six, 1966 and two years after they killed Martin Luther King, may I ask you  it was a tragedy of course, it was a shock for you, for all the 

world, but is it possible that that murder also gave your struggle a little bit a push in the right direction? 

(2:15:26) it was [?]y, chaotic times 

(2:16:13) And now you’re on a worldwide tour again? And you mentioned before the film, something about seeing an artists’ life as a weapon in a 

struggle, would you say that this tour also indirectly is some kind of a still going on struggle? 

(2:20:03) Would you forgive them too? 

(2:20:05) And that tour you have now is a tour of forgiveness, so my last question, Mr. Belafonte must be: are you an optimist or a pessimist? What 

will happen to our children and our grand children in the future?  

 

Clip 56: Anna Stål Isaksson (2004, March 15). SVT Morgon. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with P.D. James 

(58:52) Adam Daglesh was the main character in your first novel forty two years ago, and he is the main character in the recent one, how old do you 

imagine him to be? 

(59:19) Your goal is to write very contemporary novels, how do you go about that? 

(1:00:28) In your autobiography a few years ago you said that books nowadays are sold almost like perfume brands, what do you mean by that? 

 

Clip 57: Kattis Ahlström (2004, December 17). Tv-huset. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Brian McFadden 

(1:26: 47) They Love you! 

(1:26:51) Brian, what’s the lyrics about in the song? 

(1:27:18) But you had a hard, a rough time? 

(1:27:35) I wanted to ask you Lisa, because the in the lyrics it’s ’no one knows me, but they know my name, that’s not the real me, that’s the life 

being a pop star’ do you recognize this? 

(1:28:01) Would that be something for you, to just leave the country or go to Brazil like Lisa did? 

(1:28:30) Is there any country today that they don’t know you at all? 

(1:28:40) We’re going to watch your former life with Westlife, let’s have a look at that 

(1:29:03) They love that too, the times we had, the songs we sung together, how much do you miss them, how much do you miss your friends? 

(1:29:29) But how do you think your life is going to change, because you’re on your own now 

(1:29:54) We have Lisa here, she’s a big star here in Sweden and in other countries too, do you have anything to say to Brian to just keep it going I 

mean for many years you’ve been in the … 

(1:30:48) Thank you so much Brian McFadden and good luck! 
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Clip 58: Lasse Bengtsson (2004, September 4). Nyhetsmorgon. Sveriges Television TV4 – Interview with Russian Ambassador 

(21:24) Welcome Mr. Ambassador, I obviously have to start with a question, what was your own reaction to the horrible scenes in Beslan yesterday? 

(24:01) Mr. Ambassador, I have to translate a bit of what you say before we continue here  

(24:38) I have to ask you, about the situation there yesterday, many people have reacted that it really seemed to be a chaotic situation, with all the 

security forces and the other military personnel, just running around there, how was the situation there, from what you know?  

(25:41) But that is somewhat unusual, isn’t it, that you were really willing to compromise 

(27:31) I have to translate once more, Mr. Ambassador 

(27:46) I have to ask you that many, maybe many foreigners, ask themselves why can’t Russia let Cecnia go, simply like that because of all your 

problems with that republic? 

(30:36) I have to translate once more, Mr. Ambassador 

(31:02) We have to thank you there for coming to us, Mr. Ambassador, thanks a lot  

 

Clip 59: Lars Beckung (2004, August 22). Sista delen – Rock in Rio. Sveriges Television TV4 – Interview with Alicia Keyes and Portuguese teenagers 

(02:08) Rock in Rio started in 85, then 91 then 2001 this is the fourth one, how come you decided you wanted to take this concept to Europe? 

(03:42) How has do you think it has been different here in Portugal to Rio, obviously a little bit smaller, but what what’s been the up or downsides of 

having it in Portugal? 

(08:38) You did quite a lot of festivals this summer in Europe, how’s that, what’s the plan with that? 

(19:11) How do you thing it changes, you comparing to other artists, instead of behind the mike the whole time, you sort of vary behind the piano 

and then you get up, how do you think that sort of affects your live performance? 

(19:45) So you play at this charity thing in Rome, how do you think charity and music go together? Cause there’s a bit of a charity theme to this 

festival as well for a better worlds cause, how do you think it mixes? 

(25:01) What is the nicest thing that you have ever received as a gift? 

(25:17) What is the nicest thing you’ve given someone? 

(25:47) A cheesy but a good answer 

 

Clip 60 Lars Adaktusson (2005, May 9). Agenda.  Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with British Journalist 

(1:51:07) Welcome to agenda! When do you think Tony Blair will step down and hand over to Gordon Brown? 

(1:51:45) And some commentators suggest that the shift of power will take place already this fall, do you believe that’s an option at all? 

(1:52:23) Do you believe that the referendum next year’s EU referendum in Great Britain is a factor in this discussion at all? 

(1:53:11) Would you say that Gordon Brown is less Euro-friendly than Tony Blair? 

(1:53:54) Does that mean that the relationship between the EU and Great Britain will be changed under a Gordon Brown cabinet? 

(1:55:03) The transition from Mr. Blair to Mr. Brown seems to be very obvious and undisputed, why is that? 

(1:55:45) Speaking about the Labour party and the government policies, what would be the main differences with Gordon Brown as a PM? 

(1:57:03) Andrew Rawnsley, thank you so much for talking to us tonight! 

 

Clip 64: Per Sindling Larsen (2006, March 4). Led Zeppelin – Good times, bad times. Sveriges Television SVT1 

(27:26) One thing is to play, another thing is to record and capture a sound, as you did like, for example the drum sound. Rockn’roll never sounded 

the same after  

(35:00) Robert Plant doesn’t seem to like it  

(39:24) All the legends, the rumours about the Led Zeppelin goes completely mad, they drive motorcycle in the Hyatt Hotel and they 

(39:49) But come on, a few parties, didn’t John Bonham come to your hotel room once and he was taking a big sword and smashed the door and 

dragged you out of bed and left you in the hotel? 

(43: 29) There were good times and bad times, and drugs came in to some members of the band, how did you struggle with that? 

(46:19) Is it possible for you to play again, together? 

 

Clip 65: Magnus Broni (2006, January 27). Musikbyrån special: Neil Young.  Sveriges Television SVT2 
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(1:48:15) Yeah it is, where’s the ace and spades in that one you think? 

(1:51:35) It’s actually one of my favourites, a really good one 

(1:53:10) Actually that is really really good when it comes to … a lot of the songs … yeah, it’s more like a Talking Heads album I think 

(1:54:27) Can you understand that? You got sued for, I mean like … 

(1:54: 40) Yeah, they were released in that order, but I guess that you you .. 

(1:57:45) Yeah you can still rock 

(1:58:05) Yeah, that was like some kind of comeback, Rockin’ in the free world  

(2:00:23) What do you think of that? Actually I think it’s … 

(2:01:18) In what way? 

(2:1:39) But then you didn’t have anymore chances to record 

(2:2:58) I what way do you think it’s been misunderstood?   

(2:3:46) It is? A lot of people who really loves Tonight’s the night don’t like that one 

(2:4:30) But I mean, you’ve been challenging yourself and in that way also your audience 

(2:5:58) But can you ever feel that it becomes and end in itself this, I mean building up something and then tear it down, challenging yourself? Do you 

see what I mean? 

(2:6:24) But I mean, can you ever feel that this back catalogue, 40 albums something in 40 years or what, that it’s too heavy? 

(2:7:08) A thing like Audio verité, do you say it like that, the joy of incompetence, can you explain that? 

(2:8:22) But I mean, saying that, do you ever long, longing for a time when, I mean, I guess you were more naive, both when it comes to business and 

making records, do you see what I mean, can you …? 

(2:9:02) Are we out of time? 

(2:9:30) I was thinking about age, the word ’old’ is often mentioned throughout your whole career, do you think a lot of, about it? 

(2:9:46) But how do you feel about getting older? 

(2:10:01) But would you like to try, I mean if it was 

(2:11:01) Here on the floor, I don’t know if you see it on the camera right now there’s so many albums 

(2:11:16) But since you’ve been releasing so, I mean there are so many many many songs, and you have a lot of lot of lot of songs in your archive that 

isn’t released yet, but inspiration is that something that comes natural to you and has that changed during the years?  

(2:11:57) And how do you do that? 

(2:12:30) And then all of a sudden perhaps sometimes, do you feel that that has happened, that the wolf is trying to bite you? 

(2:13:13) That bite can be a good thing then? 

 

Clip 66: Daniel Sjölin (2006, April 25). Babel. Sveriges Television SVT2 – Interview with Zadie Smith 

(50:32) Never have I read a book where the characters immediately become so vivid to me, how do you do it? 

(52:05) White teeth was called the great multicultural novel, what’s your opinion on that kind of label? 

(53:56) To me this On Beauty is a novel about so many different things at the same time, it’s very complex family structures, class, race, gender, what 

was it that you wanted to investigate? 

(54:50) Could you do that? 

(55:13) So you want to prepare yourself  

 

Clip 67: Kristofer Lundström (2006, November 19). Kobra. Sveriges Television SVT2 – Interview with American writer 

(55:04) And what happened then 

(55:10) That’s pretty fast 

(55:15) And it was a lot of money 

(57:51) It seems so easy, well, everything, I mean you sit down, you write a book and and it comes out  

(58:36) You used excel to  

 

Clip 68: Kristin Henriksson (2006, December 12). Musikbyrån.  Sveriges Television SVT2 – Interview with American rapper 
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(1:28:41) Do you think that you seek balance through your music? 

(1:29:36) Whiskey and sluts, sounds a bit harsh, I want to ask you one question, when you write, do you have like scraps or pieces of paper or? 

(1:30:26) Do you think that if you wouldn’t have become a rapper, would you still write? 

 

Clip 69: Malou von Sivers (2006, May 30). Malou möter Colin Powell. Sveriges Television TV4 

(55:34) And it’s not that easy in the political life? 

(56:15) I can imagine 

(56:28) And that you could talk about besides everything  

(56:34) Who? I know, and you can sing! Can you sing now? Money money or something like that 

(56:44) But you really like them a lot? 

(56:47) And you were at the opening nights in Washington  … 

(57:11) And they stay … 

(57:57) That’s really something  

Later clip, same day at 23: 10  

(11:22) Well, I was going to ask you first of all about a love story in your life, I don’t mean your wife now it’s to Volvo. Because I know that you collect 

Volvo cars? 

(12:04) So it was an old one? 

(12:23) That’s way back  

(12:32) And i’ve heard that you repair them yourself 

(13:29) And that was during your time as a secret service chief? 

(go up!!! until 16:21) 

(16:22) We also remember, I think all Swedes when Anna Lind was murdered, the moving words you said, you couldn’t attend the ceremony because 

it was a hurricane. We could all read your speech  and we heard what you said, what kind of relationship did you have with Anna?  

(18:06) And what was your answer to that? 

(18:19) Two small children without their mother  

(18:50) I read your book before this interview once again, A soldiers way, your autobiography, and being a woman and being a Swede it’s quite 

interesting for me to see how important it was for you to become a soldier or to enter the army. This immigrant boy, black boy, you write that you 

felt that you really belonged. 

(28:24) And you say that you’re haunted by nightmares still after that, Vietnam war experience 

(29:18) How could this happen? 

(30:40) The fifth of February 2003, you was giving a speech that everybody remembers about Iraq and you were saying that there were proofs and 

you have also said afterwards that you regret a lot of things what you did.  

(32:15) But you took a long time and went through all these proofs before you were standing there and giving … how, what do you think about it 

now? 

(33:20) But I called Hans Blix yesterday and he said to me that they looked through, I think, 500 sites and 700 what they thought were proofs and 

they didn’t find anything and he told you, so why didn’t you believe him at that time? 

(34:16) Would it have been possible to act in any other way as you see it now? 

(34:27) As it was at that time? 

(35:50) But you yourself have said also in an interview I think, you feel pain, it’s a blotch, you feel that it’s painful, that this happened  

(37:10) Was it hard for the soldier, for the loyal soldier to serve the Bush administration sometimes? 

(37:21) But there must be sometimes conflicts … 

 

Clip 70: Jane Magnusson (2007, August 26). Kobra intervju. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with David Sedaris 

(34:07) Which should be a translated word right? 

(34:18) Well should we go and see what it is? 

(34:40) Have your tics come back? 
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(38:44) When did you start writing? 

(39:21) Did you at an early age kinda think you were special? Or like that your childhood was, cause it’s so, the way you write about it is very exotic 

and …  

(43:55) Last night they screened 9/11, Fahrenheit 9/11 on TV, Fahrenheit 9/11, Michael Moore film, and I was thinking cause I just finished ’Naked’ 

then, it’s not a very political book  

(47:26) You did? Wow, I’m happy to remind you! Let’s see here, well I have the translation here, you can try it in a moment, would you like to try it 

now? We’ll do it now then, since we’re on the subject. We can just start here … and se how far you get. 

(49:13) Do you like other authors, to hang around with them? 

(50:15) Who was that? 

(52:02) What do your siblings think of your way of telling about your childhood? 

 

Clip 71: Annika Dopping (2007, October 15). Agenda. Sveriges Television SVT1 – Interview with Bill Clinton 

(15:33) Mr. President, welcome back to Sweden! In what way are you more powerful now than when you were in the White House? 

(16:00) But is it harmful when former top level political leaders suddenly are for sale on the market after having left office? Is that harmful for the 

respect and credibility of politicians? 

(17:18) You could as well have chosen very well paid PR, lobbying, consulting, how come you chose to serve society instead of serving yourself? 

(18:43) In Sweden, we probably have one of the most comprehensive social well fare systems in the world, the former social democratic government 

started selling out certain public assets and the present coalition with liberal and conservative continued doing so, what public goods do you think 

should never be sold out? 

(20:31) Well actually the media activist Michael Moore has just pin pointed the intimate relationship between the insurance industry and the health 

care in America. Do you share his views? 

(21:55) The whole idea of America as this wonderful freedom role model used to be so strong, and it still is in many countries but as you know 

America is often also disliked and hated. What happened? 

(24:46) In your new book you also passionately encourage what you call citizen activism, what do you include in that concept? 

(25:37) Are they satisfied?  

(26:38) But who is to decide what kind of activism that is productive for a society, is there a risk that anybody would improve society in the way they 

feel like? 

(27:30) Life in general and politics is a lot about getting, receiving even demanding rights, how come you chose to write a book on giving? 

(28:25) Are, is everybody willing to give? 

(29:01) Will the planet be able to match all the needs of growing level standard of living for all these hundreds of millions of people there?  

(30:14) You like strong women? 

(30:32) Why will she listen to your advice do you think? 

(30:38) She tends to go her own way? 

(31:22) What would happen if we would have women at the same level of leadership do you think? 

(32:53) Finally then, children are often very good teachers, what is the best advice you’ve been given by your daughter Chelsea, would you say? 

(33:52) Thank you very much Mr. President 

 

Clip 72: Kenny Bräck (2008, January 27). Kenny & vänner. Sveriges Television TV4 – Interview with Mark Knopfler 

(31:16) (in London)  hello room service, yes, hi, I’d like to order two bottles of Jack Daniels, six bottles of Miller Draft, one portable oxygen tank with a 

mask, six kinder surprise eggs and two packs of Marlboroughs and make it fast, thank you bye bye 

(31:42) Hello Room service, yes, I’d like to cancel the other order that was Motörheads rider, I need Dire Straits rider, one second, one cup of tea, 

yes, yeah thank you! 

(33:05) Hi there, how are you? Very good, thank you  

(33:15) I brought some Swedish fika which usually is coffee, but I know you prefer tea and then I brought also some crisp rolls  

(33:39) When you were a kid did you dream about being a rock star, you know become a rock star? 

(34:09) You put out a few amplifiers I see, yes,  
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(34:58) But you wouldn’t have it in an amplifier, late at night? 

(35:05) Oh, so you strummed it like … oh, why is that? Into the radio? 

(36:17) You’re obviously one of the best guitarists in the world and song writers 

(36:24) Well, that’s arguable; now what do you think is the main ingredient for to get to do it that well? A lake, on the snow 

(35:48) Millions I guess, in the end,  practice? Yeah, sure 

(37:25) Did you ever have a moment in your career where you realized, this is what I’m gonna do, I’m gonna be a rock musician, was it a defining 

moment of that or did it just, sort of … 

(38:20) When did you realize that Dire Straits was gonna make it big?  

(39:48) In the beginning of a career sometimes people have managers and they help them not fall in the biggest potholes in the road but , yeah, but if 

you … 

(46:17) Now we’re gonna do some serious driving, yeah, look at that  

(46:28) You need to warm the tires, oh yeah you do a burn out like this  

(46:42) You did Le mans, didn’t you? 

(46:52) No, of course not. How come you got interested in racing? 

(47:09) Yeah, yeah, the old cars, when the technology … 

(47:16) In the beginning you dreamed about making a career in music and now you kind of look back at what you’ve done and look forward to what 

you gonna do but is the reality pretty much like the dream, you think or is it? 

(47:57) You’ve done film music as well, ah? A lot of it!  

(48:06) I saw West Wing and they used Brothers in arms there, it was when he was about to get re elected as a president or if he wanted to run again 

as a president and it was all this the war stuff and it was very tense and then the song was like, it was like a good four or five minutes underneath the 

story. It was, I thought, very appropriate for the …. Oh you haven’t seen it, I see, yeah it’s pretty good, I think so  

(49:00) You wrote Private Dancer didn’t you, for Tina Turner? 

(49:58) During your career so far I’m sure there’s been ups and downs and so forth, any big struggles that you gone through that you … 

(50:35) Yeah, it’s difficult to juggle it isn’t it 

(51:57) When did you decide to build this fantastic studio? 

(52:33) Do you know how to work all this stuff? 

(53:53) When you grew up you obviously had friends …that a nice feeling 

(54:19) How do you feel about your kid’s going to you know … they play guitar and drums, do you help them play and  

(54:45) Do they ask you for some advice or? 

(55:01)What can they possibly teach you you think? 

(55:16) So your next record …. 

(55:20) We can expect Mark Knopfler’s next record to be a kind of heavy metal sort of  

(55:32) How did it feel the first time you went on to the stage and in a big massive sort of stadium thing? 

(55:45) Did you enjoy it? 

(57:03) It must be very difficult if you do it like night after night after night, is it not? 

Thank you ! 

 

Clip 73: Ronny Svensson (2009, June 30). Nyhetsmorgon. Sveriges Television TV4 – Interview with Mötley Crue 

(49:00) Would you say that the hard rock scene is more pg rated nowadays than it was before or? 

(49:34) The ordinary television out of the hotel room window?  

(49:56) You’re still not hell-racing  as much nowadays? 

(52:09) Was it kind of a wake-up call that this was wrong, or? How was that? 

(52:28) It was a big thing 

(53:00) Are you working-class guys all of you in the band ? 

(53:07) Do you think that this is something that have to be from the working class 
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Appendix B 

1970s 

 Interviewer 
Gende

r 
Age 

Interview 

subject 

BAT
H 

vowel 

BOA
T 

vowel 

LOT 
vowe

l 

THOUGH

T vowel 

Yod 
Droppin

g 

T 
voicin

g 

Rhotici

ty 

Individu
al accent 

rate 

1 
Agneta 

Ekmanner 
F 40 

Peter 

Ustinov 
6/16 41/77 1/31 0/18 3/6 1/11 74/113 31% 

2 Bengt Feildreich M 
50-

60 

Marlene 

Dietrich 
1/8 11/23 3/13 1/14 1/3 6/19 45/67 32% 

3 
Christer 
Peterson 

M 
30-
40 

Milton 
Friedman 

0/5 1/14 0/25 0/1 0/4 3/11 18/43 11% 

4 Claes Elfberg M 
20-

30 

Israeli 

man 
N.a. N.a. N.a. N.a. N.a. N.a. 4/4 100% 

5 
Henry 

Christensson 
M 

40-

50 

Fransisco 

Pinto 
Balsemao 

and 

Natalya 
Koreya 

0/2 9/9 0/9 0/3 0/1 2/3 13/19 34% 

6 Knut Ståhlberg M 
40-

50 

Fransisco 
Pinto 

Balsemao 

N.a. 1/2 0/5 N.a. N.a. 0/2 2/4 25% 

7 Kåre Nyblom M 
30-

40 

Anwar 

Sadat 
N.a. 15/15 6/12 2/6 1/1 10/11 33/34 79% 

8 Lars Helander M 
20-

30 

Emile di 

Antonio 
1/1 2/2 0/3 0/1 N.a. 3/4 6/7 60% 

9 Bo Holmqvist M 
30-
40 

Sia Uil 

and Dalai 

Lama 

5/5 9/9 1/11 N.a. 3/3 7/12 23/23 78% 

10 Male M 
30-

40 

Indira 

Ghandi 
N.a. 10/15 0/12 0/3 0/3 0/8 18/39 19% 

11 
Nils-Petter 

Sundgren 
M 

30-

40 

American 
Filmmake

rs 

7/8 8/10 
11/2

3 
2/6 1/2 5/9 22/45 58% 

12 Olle Stenholm M 
30-

40 

Portugues
e 

politician 

N.a. N.a. 0/2 N.a. N.a. N.a. 0/2 0% 

13 Rolf Söderberg M 
30-
40 

Asian man N.a. 1/1 0/1 0/1 N.a. N.a. 1/2 38% 

14 Sven Anér M 
50-
60 

Marlene 
Dietrich 

0/5 3/15 0/18 0/18 0/4 0/19 16/68 6% 

15 
Tomas 

Hammarberg 
M 

30-

40 

Northern 
British 

man 

0/1 2/2 0/6 N.a. N.a. N.a. 3/11 32% 

16 Urban Lasson M 
20-

30 

American 

Filmmake
rs 

N.a. 4/4 1/3 0/6 0/2 2/6 12/17 40% 

17 Åke Ortmark M 
30-

40 

General 

Haig 
0/5 4/18 3/12 0/7 0/1 1/11 43/54 19% 

 Total Average       34% 70% 12% 6% 30% 35% 60% 35% 
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1980s 

 Interviewer Gender Age Interview subject 
BATH 

vowel 

BOA

T 

vowe
l 

LOT 
vowe

l 

THOUG

HT vowel 

Yod 
Droppin

g 

T 
voicin

g 

Rhoticit

y 

Individua
l accent 

rate 

1 
Agneta Bolme 

Björnefors 
F 40-50 Peter Richardson N.a. 1/3 0/2 0/2 N.a. N.a. 4/8 21% 

2 Helena Stålnert F 30-40 American researcher N.a. 1/1 0/1 N.a. N.a. 1/1 1/1 75% 

3 Fredrik Belfrage M 30-40 
American/Canadian/Brit

ish sportsmen 
0/10 12/15 0/10 0/4 0/3 0/2 29/38 20% 

4 Ingvar Oldsberg M 30-40 
American/Canadian/Brit
ish sportsmen 

0/7 3/20 0/11 0/7 0/1 0/2 25/32 13% 

5 Björn Fontander M 50-60 American women N.a. 8/10 0/3 N.a. N.a. 0/1 13/15 42% 

6 Olle Stenholm M 30-40 Jimmy Carter 2/2 8/16 1/24 0/8 1/3 4/10 43/51 30% 

7 Per Falkman M 20-30 Dick Cavett 7/9 25/32 13/18 7/9 1/1 14/16 68/73 73% 

8 Rebecca de Ruvo F 15-20 
American and British 

popstars 
0/1 12/15 1/19 0/2 N.a. 3/8 4/23 23% 

9a Stig Fredriksson M 30-40 Caspar Weinberg 2/2 5/7 3/4 0/2 1/3 1/1 35/36 54% 

9b Stig Fredriksson M 30-40 Lord Carrington 3/4 4/11 0/10 0/4 N.a. N.a. 12/37 14% 

10 Sune Kempe M 30-40 
Lord Carrington and 

Margaret Thatcher 
0/2 3/4 1/14 0/9 0/5 0/1 20/20 26% 

11 Urban Lasson M 30-40 British popstar N.a. 0/1 1/5 N.a. 1/1 N.a. 2/2 55% 

12 Åke Ortsmark M 40-50 George F Kennan N.a. 1/5 2/4 0/2 1/2 0/1 17/20 34% 

 Total Average       44% 55% 18% 8% 40% 37% 77% 40% 
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1990s 

 Interviewer 
Gende
r 

Age Interview subject 

BAT

H 
vowe

l 

BOA

T 
vowe

l 

LOT 

vowe

l 

THOUG

HT 

vowel 

Yod 

Droppin

g 

T 

voicin

g 

Rhoticit
y 

Individu

al accent 

rate 

1 Anders S Nilsson M 
20-

30 
Bruce Springsteen 1/1 8/11 4/7 0/3 N.a. 8/9 35/37 69% 

2 Christofer Barnekow M 
40-

50 
American artist N.a. 3/3 0/3 0/1 N.a. N.a. 3/5 40% 

3 Britt Bass F 
30-

40 
Arthur Miller 3/3 27/27 3/15 6/24 1/1 17/19 53/54 76% 

4 Elisabet Husmark F 
50-

60 
Luciano Pavarotti 0/2 17/19 0/15 0/14 0/2 0/7 40/53 24% 

5 Eva Hamilton F 
40-
50 

American and 
Indian scientists 

3/3 7/10 12/23 0/4 0/1 4/10 30/30 52% 

6 Gunnar Rehlin M 
30-

40 
Sandra Bullock N.a. 1/1 0/2 N.a. N.a. 0/1 5/6 46% 

7 Hans Wiklund M 
20-
30 

Jodie Foster and 
Sandra Bullock 

2/2 1/1 2/5 1/2 N.a. 2/3 8/10 73% 

8 Jan-Olov Andersson M 
30-

40 
Mel Gibson N.a. 5/6 1/14 0/2 N.a. 3/4 19/19 53% 

9 Karin Arvidsson F 
30-

40 
Dalai Lama N.a. 4/10 0/5 0/3 0/1 0/1 12/13 22% 

10 Kristian Luuk M 
30-

40 
Madonna 12/12 65/65 26/37 14/21 6/6 13/13 77/77 91% 

11 Kristin Kaspersen F 
30-

40 
Darren Hayes N.a. 5/9 2/16 1/3 N.a. 0/2 6/15 28% 

12 Lasse Holmqvist M 
40-
50 

Arthur Miller 4/6 8/42 2/29 0/23 2/6 10/27 25/134 26% 

13 Lisa Carlsson F 
40-
50 

Paul Mccarthy 0/2 3/4 0/7 0/4 0/1 2/5 17/23 27% 

14 Kjell-Åke Olsson M 
30-

40 
Estonian doctors N.a. 1/4 0/5 N.a. 0/2 0/1 12/21 16% 

15 Malou von Sivers F 
40-
50 

Monica Lewinsky 3/3 14/14 3/8 0/2 N.a. 1/6 12/19 53% 

16 Martin Carlsson M 
20-

30 

Brasilian metal 

band 
N.a. 2/5 6/6 1/1 0/1 2/3 14/15 67% 

17 Olle Stenholm M 
40-

50 
John Major 0/3 2/17 0/24 0/9 N.a. 1/12 14/48 8% 

18 Sonja Pleijel F 
50-

60 

Estonian 

conductor 
N.a. 1/1 0/3 N.a. N.a. N.a. 3/3 67% 

19 Ulrika Knutsson F 
40-
50 

Alan Ayckborn 0/4 3/5 0/6 0/7 N.a. 2/5 6/15 23% 

 Total Average       61% 71% 21% 17% 26% 39% 73% 44% 
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2000s 

N.  Name  
Gen

der 
Age 

Interview 

subject 

BAT

H 
vowel 

BOA

T 
vowel 

LOT 

vowel 

THOUGH

T vowel 

Yod 

Droppin
g 

T 

voicin
g 

Rhotici

ty 

Individual 

accent 
rate 

1 Anna Stål Isaksson F 40-50 P.D. James N.a. 6/7 0/1 0/2 N.a. N.a. 8/9 44% 

2 Annika Dopping F 50-60 Bill Clinton 0/2 16/18 1/22 0/6 0/1 1/13 26/34 25% 

3 Arne Weise M 70-80 
Harry 
Belafonte 

0/7 11/16 0/14 0/8 0/1 0/11 43/60 20% 

4 Erik Fichtelius M 40-50 Dalai Lama 4/6 14/19 0/24 0/6 1/2 0/1 29/40 38% 

5 Jane Magnusson F 30-40 David Sedaris 0/1 2/2 5/6 1/1 N.a. 8/8 16/16 81% 

6 Katti Ahlström F 40-50 
Brian 

McFadden 
0/1 10/10 0/7 0/1 N.a. 1/1 12/14 48% 

7 Kenny Bräck M 30-40 Mark Knopfler 7/7 24/24 4/22 1/8 2/2 10/14 52/52 72% 

8 Kristin Henriksson F 30-40 
American 
rapper 

1/1 N.a. 0/1 N.a. N.a. 0/2 4/4 50% 

9 Lars Adaktusson M 40-50 

Yassir Arafat, 

British 
journalist 

1/1 5/5 2/13 0/5 0/1 3/7 22/24 50% 

10 Lars Beckung M 20-30 Alicia Keyes 0/1 1/5 0/8 0/2 N.a. 2/6 4/13 14% 

11 Magnus Broni M 30-40 Neil Young 1/1 11/11 1/19 0/5 1/2 12/12 23/25 64% 

12 Jan Svanlund M 40-50 
British 

sportsman 
N.a. 0/2 0/4 N.a. N.a. N.a. 1/4 8% 

13 Johan Sandström M 30-40 
Australian 

sportsmen 
N.a. 0/3 0/1 0/2 N.a. 0/2 2/5 8% 

14 Lasse Bengtsson M 50-60 
Russian 

Ambassador 
4/4 3/3 1/9 0/2 N.a. 1/3 27/27 57% 

15 Daniel Sjölin M 30-40 Zadie Smith 0/1 2/2 1/9 0/1 N.a. 0/1 2/5 25% 

16 
Kristofer 
Lundström 

M 40-50 
American 
writer 

0/1 N.a. 0/2 N.a. N.a. 0/2 N.a. 0% 

17 
Malou von 

Siewers 
F 50-60 Colin Powell 3/4 15/15 4/15 3/13 0/1 0/3 32/42 43% 

18 
Per Sindling 

Larsen 
M 30-40 Led Zeppelin 0/3 0/5 0/3 0/1 N.a. 1/1 2/11 20% 

19 Ronny Svensson M 40-50 Mötely Crue 2/2 1/1 0/4 0/2 N.a. 0/2 7/8 41% 

 Total Average       46% 73% 9% 9% 29% 37% 72% 39% 
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